


The Morkrum Printing Telegraph.

We invite special attention to Mr. Murray’s account

of our printing telegraph system on page 8 of this issue

of the Murray Printing Telegraph Journal. The Morkrum
is the first really successful typewriter working at a

distance over a single telegraph wire by means of a free

typewriter keyboard that any person can use.

Enquiries from countries outside of North America
should be addressed to Messrs. Brown & Murray, Ltd..

Mildmay Park Works, London, N., England. Enquiries

originating in North America should be sent to the

Morkrum Printing Telegraph Co., 717 Railway Exchange,
{

Chicago, U.S.A.

THE MORKRUM COMPANY.

NOTICE.

Two copies of the Journal will be sent free of cost to

each Telegraph Administration, and one to each Company
desiring to receive it.

Additional copies will be supplied post free at 3d.

each or 2/- per dozen (or the equivalent in money of

other countries).

English, German, French and Spanish editions of the

Journal are published. In ordering, it is necessary to

mention the edition preferred.

All communications should be addressed to

Mr. DONALD MURRAY,

.
MILDMAY PARK WORKS, LONDON, N., ENGLAND.

Ube

lprinttno XTeleGrapb Journal.

Vol. I. No. 2. 30th August, 1912.

NUMBER TWO.
An apology is due to the readers of the Murray Printing Telegraph

Journal, for the rather leisurely way in which it has been published. Two
)
years have passed since the first number was issued. I had intended to
bring it out two or three times a year, but pressure of other work has rendered
it impossible to prepare the second number until now. It is hoped that
it will be found practicable to publish future numbers at least once a year.

The present issue of the Journal is devoted to an account of things

>

seen during my recent visit to America, which proved to be full of interest
from a printing telegraph point of view.

TRIP TO AMERICA.
Progress of Printing Telegraphy in the United States.

In a confidential letter, No. 65, dated 12th April, 1912, copies of
which were sent to all the leading telegraph Administrations, I gave some
information about the sale of the Murray multiplex United States patents
to the Western Union Telegraph Company. The following report is an
amplification of the letter, and also describes various matters of general
interest to telegraph Administrations that came under notice during my
trip to America, from November, 1911, to March, 1912.

A description of the Murray multiplex system was given in the paper
.on “ Practical Aspects of Printing Telegraphy,” read before the London
^Institution of Electrical Engineers on the 4th May, 1911. Many improve-
ments in detail are being made, but the essentials remain the same. It
is therefore only necessary to say here that the Murray multiplex is

designed on the same general principles as the Baudot. It uses the
Baudot alphabet and the Baudot distributors, but instead of the motor

kand weight method of driving the distributors used in the Baudot system,
'the phonic wheel motor is employed. The method of governing is similar
to that used in the Murray automatic system. The transmission is by
means of a keyboard perforator, perforated paper tape, and an automatic
tape transmitter for each channel of the multiplex.

Perforated tape transmission and retransmission are of great practical
value, and an unfavourable opinion should not be formed of this method
of transmission because the British Post Office has tried the Baudot key-
board perforator and tape transmitter and has found them unsatisfactory
and has ceased to use them. That was due to the instruments and to the
speed at which the Baudot is worked, and not to any defect in the prinerpte"
of. indirect transmission by perforated paper.

In the Murray multiplex the messages are typed in Latin-fetters by
means of printing machines, which print the messages automatically in
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the message forms to the right printing point forthe beginning of each message. There is also a tape perforatingmechanism for reproducing the perforated transmitting tape at hfreceiving Ration. In this way any desired message can be re-transmitted
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’
** advanta^es of the Murray multiplex over the

I ' A ready good typewriter keyboard perforator and automatic tapetransmission requiring much less skill and increasing the outputcompared with the direct transmission method of the Baudot
2. Direct and completely automatic printing of messages in page
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‘ Sreater Per channel, the Murraymultiplex working at 40 to 60 words per minute, compared with30 words per minute on the Baudot. This is an important pointwhen automatic tape transmission is employed.
P a

4.—Messages may be automatically re-transmitted from the perforated
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6 ' N° perforated
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receiving tape is produced exceptin the case of messages requiring re-transmission. The printing
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lhe tape proceed simultaneouslyThere is no provision of this kind in the Baudot, and it is harrangement that promises to be of great practical importance^as it will save time and labour and will reduce the percentage

^ took an exhibition set of the Murray multmlex svstpm in
York, and the Western Union Company officials tested it carefully for

U™ed"Ita&r|ht's
bd"e ,h,t *he We!,ern Union

The trial of the system by the Western Union proved that the tvDewheel typewriter that I had employed as part of the Murray multiplex
printer was not strong enough for the work it had to do. The WesternUnion engineers accordingly fitted a typebar typewriter on the printedplace of the typewheel typewriter. This will remove practically the on v

system.
that has been discovered in the Murray multiple^

•
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The advanta&es of Paper tape with the letters perforated acrossinstead of along the tape were carefully considered, and it was decided to

me united states. A good deal of development work will be neededbefore the commercial manufacturing stage is reached, but everything is
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to expedite the development, I am working on it in London as wellas the Western Union and the Western Electric engineers in New York.
e Western Union has from the beginning shown great interest inprinting telegraphy, and is reputed to have spent over a million dollars onvarious printing telegraphs, including the development and equipment of

circuits with the Buckingham and Barclay systems. Not only has the
Western Union done much pioneering and useful work on the subject of
printing telegraphy, but the indications are that all the. main factors of
success, including long accumulation of experience and, skill, are now in
the possession of the Company. The money is there, and the enterprise,
and the engineering ability, and, most important of all, there is a great
incentive in the shape of large economies in the handling of telegrams and
improved service that will result from the employment of various printing
telegraphs designed to meet modern requirements.

TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS INSPECTED.
America is the land of printing telegraph inventors. The important

• inventions, however, are few, and, with one or two exceptions, attention
was paid only to those of practical value or of technical interest. Stock
tickers have reached standard shape and no progress in them is apparent,
t tie following notes will therefore be confined chiefly to printing and other
telegraph systems for handling ordinary telegraph messages between
centres of population.

The Buckingham. Barclay System.

• .. U? n
?
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imP°^ant printing telegraph at present in use in America
is the Buckingham-Barclay system employed by the Western Union on
about 60 circuits all over the United States. It was originated by

tavr m
’
and considerably improved by Barclay and other engineers

ol the Western Union. It is an automatic system using typewriter key-
board perforators and Wheatstone automatic transmitters, and it has the
advantage of printing direct in page form at the receiving station. Its
chief drawback is the employment of the Buckingham alphabet, which
averages ioi units compared with six in the Baudot alphabet, as used in
the Baudot and the Murray multiplex, and five in the Baudot alphabet as
used in the Murray automatic, and eight in the Morse.' A unit is a half

f̂

ycle
; ,°J

°nly 1S the Buckingham alphabet double the length of the^MKaudot alphabet, thereby reducing the speed or the length of the line by
natt, but the letters are also of unequal length. This adds very materially
to the complexity of the mechanism compared with the mechanism
required with the Baudot alphabet. I was informed that the Barclay
£5cmts m the United States carry about ten million messages a year,

(•.t his is probably about one eighth of the total annual telegraph traffic of
Â the Western Union, apart from leased wires and railroad traffic.

The system is worked duplex, and it gives good service on the whole
but its output is not great, and the fact that it is in successful use is due
chiefly to the skill and perseverance of the Western Union engineers and
to careful attention to innumerable practical details. Its main advantage
is that it enables cheap and comparatively unskilled labour, chiefly female,
to be employed, as it is equipped with a typewriter keyboard perforator
for preparing the transmitting tape. This is an important considerationm America where skilled labour is so highly paid. The Barclay sybfem'"
was undoubtedly one of the main weapons that enabled the Western
Union to break the last American telegraph strike. If the Barclay system
is to continue in use it seems inevitable that it will have to be modified so
as to employ the Baudot alphabet. This would greatly increase the use- ,
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fulness of the system, and would enable it to work interchangeably with
the Murray multiplex, the Murray automatic, the Morkrum, and any other
system using the Baudot alphabet.

The extent to which automatic telegraphy is employed in America is
shown by the fact that the Western Union Company uses 75 million yards
of Wheatstone paper tape per annum for the Barclay and the Wheatstone
systems (chiefly for the Barclay). This is equivalent to about 84 tons of
paper tape per annum. As this tape costs about ^60 a ton in the United
States, it represents an outlay of about £^,,000 a year. The use of cross-
perforated tape would reduce this expenditure down to about £2,000 a
year for the same amount of work.

An interesting feature of the Barclay system is the use of separate
cut message forms in the printing mechanism. The messages are printed
in page form, and the line and column feeds are automatic, but the page
feeding is done by hand, the attendants showing great dexterity in slipping^
in a fresh message form and pulling out the printed message. This
arrangement eliminates the page-feed mechanism and rolls of message
forms, but it probably requires more labour than the purely automatic
page feed provided in the Murray multiplex. This method of manual
page-feeding is also employed in the Morkrum printing telegraph. I am^\
informed that girl operators on the Barclay system can feed in the message' ;forms and check the messages at the rate of 100 per hour. ^

The Morkrum System.

Next to the Barclay, the most important system in practical use in
the United States is the Morkrum. There are a very large number of
telegraph circuits which have not sufficient traffic to require more than
one transmission each way. For such circuits automatic or multiplex
printing telegraph systems with a high message-carrying capacity are
needlessly expensive. At present such circuits are worked simplex or
duplex with the Morse key and sounder, or with the Hughes. It is for
such circuits that the Morkrum printing telegraph seems to me to be
specially well adapted. It is more rapid than the Hughes or Morse key,

J
e(lu *res much less skill to operate. Of course a considerable portion/*'“’\

of this class of traffic will ultimately be handled by the telephone, but for )
dealing with a large part of it the Morkrum or some similar printing

'

telegraph has decided advantages.

.

The Morkrum printing telegraph may be described as a direct trans-
mitting free typewriter keyboard system giving one transmission in each
direction by means of the duplex balance. It is not a multiplex system/^
and its value appears to be on circuits carrying from 400 to 800 and ^
possibly 1,000 messages per day. It was invented by Mr. Charles L.
Krum, a Chicago cold-storage engineer, assisted by his son, Mr. Howard
mi. j

1™! an<^ ^ *S
^.
e *n6 financed by Mr. Joy Morton, a Chicago millionaire.

1 he development of the system has taken from 12 to 14 years, and it is now in
very good shape. From what I saw of the Morkrum at work in the head office
ot the Postal Telegraph Company in New York, I thought so well of it
that I went to Chicago at the beginning of March last and spent a week
studying the Morkrum system. I found it to be well made and designed.
It has a free typewriter keyboard and uses pure alternating cui rent.
I he Baudot alphabet is employed with an extra positive starting impulse.
Only the good central portion of each signal is utilised, as in the Baudot
and the Murray multiplex. The system is page-printing, and there is a

8

“ home recorder,” on. which the sending operator can see what he is
doing. The system is built up in instantly interchangeable units, so that
interruptions of work are quickly cleared by inserting duplicate units.

I

There is no synchronism or isochronism except during the short interval
required for the transmission of one letter. I was informed in Chicago
that the Morkrum system working duplex easily exchanges on the
average 800 American messages on one wire in a day of nine hours.
This information was confirmed by the results obtained by the telegraph
companies in New York. These results are with one girl operator sending
and one girl receiving at each end of the line. During one week at the
Postal Telegraph Company’s office the average throughout the week was
988 messages per day of nine hours. The Postal Telegraph Company
has eight Morkrum circuits in use on lines averaging about 300 miles in
length, the longest being on a New York-Chicago wire, 1,000 miles, with

(ft) °Pe J
ePeater half w,ay. The Western Union Company has six duplex

circuits fitted with the Morkrum between New York and Philadelphia,
90 miles. Several circuits belonging to various railroads in the United f

States are equipped with the Morkrum, and two installations are in use
by the Canadian Pacific Railroad Company on two wires between
Montreal and Toronto.

The following are the latest records achieved by the Morkrum system :

1207 messages (655 one way and 552 the other) were exchanged in one
day of nine hours on the Chicago—St. Louis circuit (300 miles). A girl
operator in Boston on the New York-Boston Morkrum circuit (230 miles)
sent 745 messages in nine hours, and in one hour she sent 104 messages
These results speak for themselves.

In view of the excellent results obtained in America, I entered into
business relations with the Morkrum Company, and arranged to represent
them in Europe and other countries outside of North America. I shall
therefore be happy to reply to enquiries and to suppy any further informa-
tion that may be desired in regard to the Morkrum printing telegraph

ft

The Wright System.

The attention of printing telegraphic inventors in America has been
devoted largely to ihe idea of two typewriters, one at each end of a
telegraph line, each able to operate the other over a single wire. To
secure a practically free typewriter keyboard so that the keys may be
struck rapidly and without any cadence, the carrying capacity of the line

if*)
ls sacrificed by raising the speed of transmission to 70 or 80 words per.

'
y minute, though the actual output on such systems working duplex is on
the average only about 30 words a minute each way. The saving lies in
the cheap and comparatively unskilled labour that may be employed.
Some of the girl operators on the Morkrum in the Postal Company’s,
offices cannot even use the Morse key. They are simply girl typists.
The Morkrum is a good example of this class of printing telegraph!
Another is the Wright system. Mr. J. E. Wright is an American inventor
who has had long and successful experience with stocktickers. Several
years ago he started developing a system on somewhat similar lineS'fbAlfe1

'

Morkrum
;
but, unlike the Morkrum, he used an eight unit alphabet in-

stead of the five unit Baudot, and he depended on positive, negative and
zero current, instead of pure alternating current. He used a double
tongued polarised relay, one tongue responding to positive and the other.

9



to negative signals. The Wright printer is at present operated by cams
and is motor-driven. The speed of the Wright system is not so favour-
able as the Morkrum. The Morkrum gets 72 words a minute with
signals transmitted at the rate of 25 cycles per second on the line. The
Wright system has at present a rate of 24 cycles per second on the line

for a speed of 46 words per minute, and a maximum speed of 32 cycles
per second for a .speed of 61 words per minute. The Wright system uses

53 characters and several operative signals, but there is no figure shift.

This is a decided advantage, but it means extra complexity of mechanism.
The Wright system was tried by the Postal Company in New York for

several years, but was abandoned towards the end of 1911, the Morkrum
being found preferable. It is only fair to the Wright system, however,
to say that it has given good service under favourable conditions, and

20,000

words of press messages have been transmitted on it in hours.
This is at the rate of 51 words per minute, which is a very good record.

I visited Mr. Wright’s factory, and Mr. Wright showed me his

apparatus and the improvements he is making. He informed me that the
Postal Company had agreed to give the Wright system another trial if it

was altered so as to use the Baudot alphabet without any zero interval.

Mr. Wright is accordingly making extensive alterations in his system, and \
it is instructive to note that the employment of the Baudot alphabet
necessitates the use of devices very similar to those employed in the ^
Morkrum. Mr. Wright, however, - instead of using the five unit Baudot
alphabet, is using the six unit alphabet giving 64 permutations, and a
positive starting impulse is used as in the Morkrum. This gives seven
units per letter compared with six units per letter in the Morkrum.
Against this disadvantage of longer signals per letter there is the advantage
of no figure shift with the Wright system. The new Wright direct

transmitting keyboard is good and strong, and with very light touch of
the keys. Various improvements are also being made in the printer and
other portions of the system. When the improvements are completed it

will certainly be a very much better system than it was when tried by the
Postal Company. Even then, however, it will not be superior, and I

doubt if it Will be equal to .the Morkrum. It is a hard task to overtake a
successful rival who has passed you in the race and has got a long way /—

\

ahead of you. The Morkrum is the successful rival. Mr. Wright’s 1

)

courage in continuing the race when so heavily handicapped inspires one
with the friendly hope that he will obtain his share of success. Like the
Morkrum, the Wright system has been honestly financed and decently
exploited. That, I am sorry to say, cannot be said of some other telegraph
inventions, which have been used by unscrupulous persons to extract

money from the public, the American company laws enabling people to
' V

organise a company with say ten million dollars of nominal capital, and
then gradually retail the shares to the public in small lots day by day,
sometimes for years, by means of advertisements and circulars. In London
the company promoters rob the public wholesale at one swoop. In
America the process is carried out retail over months and years. Telegraph
inventions, including wireless, seem to be specially suitable for this form
of enterprise, which has been carried on in many cases without the

inventor realising the truth. Of course there is nothing wrong in selling

shares in this way. It is the grossly misleading statements so often made
in the circulars sent out by stock selling companies that constitute a fraud
on the public, and that have brought this form of financial enterprise into

disrepute.

10

The Cardwell System.

The Morkrum and the Wright are the only systems of their particular
class in the United States that have real merit, and at the same time have
reached the stage of practical usefulness. Another system designed to

meet the same requirements is the Cardwell printing telegraph, owned by
the “American Telegraph Typewriter Company.” This system is on
exhibition in finely furnished offices in William Street, near Lower
Broadway, New York, but its performance is poor. The speed is low,
the printing is not good, and the signals consist of positive and negative,
and strong and weak currents and zero intervals, unless two wires are
used. It was invented by G. A. Cardwell, a dentist, and it has been more
or less in existence for about 12 years. The nominal capital of the
company owning the system is ten million dollars, and the company

0
collects money by selling its shares to anyone who can be induced to buy
them. The pamphlet issued by the company claims that it could lease

10,000

machines in 30 days. It says that :
—“ In 1912 we will undoubtedly

have in service 5,000 machines, bringing in $750,000 rental per annum,
payable $62,500 per month in advance.” The pamphlet asserts that the

5,000

machines will pay for the construction of 5,000 more machines, and
(/''~N\give a net profit of $312,500. The second year 10,000 machines will

pay for the construction of 10,000 more, and pay the company a net profit

of $625,000. The third year 20,000 machines will build 20,000 more, and
pay the company $1,250,000 net profit. “These figures are right; carry
them forward two or three years further and see for yourselves the vast
business ahead of this enterprise in that short time.”

In spite of these magnificent figures the system in its present form is

of no serious value, and it is not being used either by the Western Union
or the Postal Company.

G. A. Cardwell’s son, A. D. Cardwell, having become dissatisfied with
his father’s system, or with the company promoting it, set up as a printing

telegraph inventor on his own account, and is developing a printing

telegraph system for which he makes large claims. This system is not
yet of importance, but it may grow. The alphabet employed at present
has the usual defect of zero intervals, and a balanced relay is used with

f
'fhe tongue in the middle. This arrangement has been tried over and over
again without success by most printing telegraph inventors. In fact it is

interesting to observe how narrow and well defined are the possibilities in

connection with printing telegraphy. Given a certain alphabet and a
certain printing telegraph will grow out of it, which will have the same
general characteristics as all other printing telegraphs using that alphabet,

f ;An interesting point about the A. D. Cardwell system is the employment
of telephone relays. These are very cheap and appear to work well. The
Morkrum and the Wright systems show the same tendency towards
telephone construction. Mr. A. D. Cardwell’s system is not being run by
a stock-selling company.

The Crehore System.

A much more interesting printing telegraph is the Crehore. This, of

course, is being properly conducted, and there is no stock-selling company
connected with it. It is owned by the Typewriter Telegraph Company,
of 30 Church Street, New York. When I called at the offices oLthe^,—-
company Dr. Crehore was away, but his brother told me nothing had
been done with the system., for two years, and he rather bitterly_blamed

the big telegraph companies for their inaction with regard to it. Also he
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said that Dr. Crehore is now more interested in his theory of gravitation

than in printing telegraphs. Some beautiful samples of the printing done

by the Crehore system were shown to me. The apparatus was not on
exhibition, but Dr. Crehore’s brother explained that it sends four mes-

sages in each direction simultaneously (octuplex) at 50 words a minute
per channel (200 words per minute in each direction, or 400 words a

minute in all), two telegraph wires being used, one for the messages and
the other to maintain synchronism. If only one wire is employed, then

the system is worked sextuplex, two of the eight channels being used for

synchronism. The eight unit alphabet is employed and cross perforated

tape is used for transmission, and also for re-transmission. The employ-

ment of the eight unit alphabet and the use of two wires or the sacrifice

of two channels to secure synchronism are objections to the system, but

there, are real merits, especially the use of perforated tape for transmission

and re-transmission, and it is a pity that the system has not been tested

out in practical work.
The Crehore Company is at present arranging for the use of a

modified form of the system for telegraphic.work in large manufacturing

plants. This modification was shown to me at the company’s office. It

works nicely and is similar in general idea to the Morkrum and the

Wright systems, although differing widely in details. It is believed by
j

the Crehore Company that there is a very large field in the United States

for a satisfactory printing telegraph of a simple character for large

factories and manufacturing plants. In such cases a multiple wire cable

can be employed as the distances are not very great. This gets rid of

synchronism and greatly simplifies and cheapens the mechanism. I was
assured on several occasions by different inventors in the United States

that there really is a large field in America for a printing telegraph suitable

for big factories to transmit written orders, but it is difficult to believe

that such an arrangement can compete with the telephone. On battle-

ships, however, there seems to be scope for such a system. That at any
rate is the opinion of a well-known British admiral, who consulted me on
the subject. )

The Delany Telepost.

In February last I called at the offices of the Delany Telepost Com-
pany in New York, and saw Mr. Delany and his chief engineer, Mr.
Larish. The company is being run by the Sterling Debenture Corpora-

tion, a concern with a large staff of about 30 clerks and typewriter girls,

which specialises in selling shares in companies by sending out circulars

to possible purchasers all over the United States and other countries. I (’'"N

heard regret expressed in New York that the Delany Telepost system T
should have got into the hands of such people. Their conduct is no doubt
within the limits of the law

;
but they are certainly trying to sell the shares

of the Delany Telepost Company by holding out hopes of enormous
profits—14 million dollars per annum—that are not likely to be realised.

It is a pity, because the Delany Telepost system has merits. It is the old

Bain damp chemical tape system with various detail improvements.
Transmission is effected by drawing perforated tape between spring

contacts and a metal roller, and the reception is similar, except that damp
chemical tape takes the place of the perforated tape. This is the old Bain
system. Mr. Delany and his assistants have provided keyboard perfora-

tors for perforating the transmitting tape, and they have improved the

transmitting mechanism so that it is now possible to transmit good signals

I

from ordinary Wheatstone perforated tape. This has been achieved by
providing two small round ridges or projecting bands on the metal roller s

corresponding to the two lines of message perforations on the Wheatstone
tape. These two raised bands on the small metal roller tend to project

through the holes in the tape as the tape passes round the roller. This

enables the metal contact springs to make good contact with the roller. I

was informed that since this arrangement had been adopted the trans-

mission had been very reliable. The Telepost engineers claim to be able

to transmit by this arrangement 2,000 words per minute perfectly from
ordinary Wheatstone perforated tape. It was shown to me working
nicely at 600 words per minute, and the received signals were perfectly

good and clear, and equal to any Wheatstone receiver signals. The key-

board perforator that I saw did not produce Wheatstone tape, but Mr.

Delany told me they had recently completed a greatly improved keyboard

perforator that would produce perfect Wheatstone transmitting tape as
' rapidly as an operator could touch the keys. He explained that it is not

larger than a typewriter and works by means of a solenoid electro-magnet.

There is no motor. It was away at the factory at the time of my visit.

A good Wheatstone keyboard perforator and reliable transmission at a

.

—N very high speed from ordinary Wheatstone perforated tape is a distinct

( )
improvement on the old Bain system. A self-starting and self-stopping

arrangement has also been applied to the receiver. This is operated by
two polarised relays at the receiving station. When a prolonged positive

impulse is sent from the transmitting station, one of the relays responds

and trips a switch in the receiver, which starts the chemical receiving tape

running and also cuts out the relay from the line. At the end of the

message a prolonged negative impulse operates the other polarised relay

which then reverses the switch and cuts in the starting relay. The
stopping relay is wound with low resistance and is heavily shunted so as

not to interfere to any material extent with the high-speed signals. An
arrangement of this kind is a necessity when using chemical tape at 600

to 1,000 words a minute.

The Telepost Company, having failed to interest the Western Union
or the Postal Company, started to work on the lines of the independent

-3 telephone companies in the Western States, the Telephone circuits being

\
:

super-imposed simplex on the Telephone loops. There is said to be no

complaint about interference with the telephone service except when
weather or line conditions are very bad. The Telepost Company is, or

was at the beginning of this year, working from St. Louis as a centre,

branching out with a circuit to Chicago (380 miles) with an intermediate

v''N station at Springfield
;
another circuit to Kansas City (350 miles) with an

' intermediate station at Sedalia; and a third circuit to Indianapolis

(285 miies) with an extension to Louisville
;

also Boston to Portland,

Maine. Working on a telephone simplex circuit of 700 miles from

Kansas City to Louisville with no volts they got 700 words a

minute (no repeater). Of course these would be heavy copper

telephone long distance wires, so that the resistance would be low.

In any case, however, the speed is beyond the capabilities of the

Wheatstone system. The chief trouble is that when the lines get bad so

that there is interference, the telephone companies have no spare drcuit
_

to give the Telepost Company. The result is that the Telepost service'is

severely handicapped. The Telepost Company is also heavily handicapped

by want of funds to extend the service. While I was" iri "Chicago I

noticed that the Telepost office was closed and dismantled. Possibly
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they had taken another office, but no one seemed to know.
The following information was given to me by a friend in New York

a telegraph engineer, formerly in the employ of the Telepost Company’He said the Telepost works very well, in fact so well that they can get
3°° to 4°° words a minute over their lines when it is impossible to work
with the morse key. They have only one circuit between each station
and no alternative route, and, when the one circuit fails, their service is
crippled. He added that they did magnificent business while the lines
were m good order, and then when the circuits broke down their customers
dropped away from them and went to the Western Union and Postal
Companies. When the circuits were right again the Telepost would
again build up a good business, only to lose it once more on the occurrence
of further interruptions. The Telepost Company sends telegrams at the
rate of 25 words for 25 cents (one shilling) and five cents for each addi-
tional ten words. “ Teleposts ” are sent at the rate of 50 words for 2 5

^
cents and 5 cents for each 10 words extra. These are posted at the
receiving station for delivery by the Post Office. “Telecards” are used
at the rate of 10 words for 10 cents (fivepence). These are posted at
delivery office. The rates are uniform irrespective of distance. They
sell telegraph message forms good for 25 words for 25 cents each, with a .

—

io% reduction if 100 message forms are bought. Also they sell special 5
( j

cent stamps to put on the forms for each 10 extra words. They likewise T
give the time when the messages are handed in by the public. This is
not done by the big American telegraph companies, who also charge 25
cents for 10 words as the minimum, and vary their charge accordin'1' to
distance. My informant said the Telepost Company did a lot of business
with the telecards. He added that the selling of the cards and message
forms and stamps did away with much book-keeping that the big com-
panies were at present burdened with. He said it was surprising how
much more customers telegraphed when they could send 25 words for 25
cents. The low rate seemed to encourage them to telegraph more than
in proportion to the reduced rate. One of their big customers was the
Republic Iron and Steel Company, which bought large quantities of the
Telepost Company’s telegraph forms for use between Chicago and St
Louis. He maintained that it was the competition of the Telepost,-—,
Company that led the Western Union Company to go in for night letters
and other developments.

The Electric Press Bulletin Company.

One of the most curious printing telegraphs in America is that owned
by the Electric Press Bulletin Company of Philadelphia. It is a giant
stock-ticker with a typewheel of aluminium 2 feet in diameter with rubber J
letters cemented on the periphery, and printing in column form on a web
of paper about 3 feet wide. The letters are about two inches high.
It is in all respects a column-printing news ticker and its object is to
display the latest news at the earliest possible moment in the windows
of newspaper offices. Three of the machines are in use at the Nrw York
Times office in Times Square. I had a talk with the operator in charge
of the apparatus. He showed me the machine at work. Owing to its
great size it, is slow. It is operated from a typewriter keyboard, but the
speed is limited to about 10 words a minute. It is a two wire system
and the news may be printed several miles away. It was remarkable to
notice how quickly a big crowd gathered in the street as soon as the
machine started to work. The operator cut a few lines of news from an

*4

evening paper, and in a short time it was up in large type in the window
and being gazed at by a crowd in the street. The operator told me it had
been in use for 18 months, but the novelty and attraction for the man in

the street was as great as ever. Certainly from the newspaper and ad-
vertising point of view the machine is a success and it seems to work well
mechanically. The operator told me the rental charged to the New
York Times was $300 (^60) per annum for each machine. He said it

was a good machine and they had received orders for many hundreds,
but the directors of the company seemed to be chiefly occupied with
selling shares to the public, and only a few machines had been built.
He said the company’s treasury was empty and they had not paid him
his salary. It seems to be another example of a meritorious invention
afflicted with the stock-selling blight. No doubt it will come into use in
time for displaying news and advertisements on a scale sufficiently large

(

^~\for everybody to read at some distance. A man in a club or a hotel
would certainly find it convenient to glance up and read the latest news
on the other side of the room from his easy chair.

The Giara Teletype.

L Another stock-selling concern is the “Telegraphic Mail Company,”
owning the Giara Teletype. It is a million dollar company, and the shares
are being sold by the inventor, T. V. Giara, who sends out exceedingly
sanguine circulars and pamphlets to possible buyers. I had a talk with
him and saw his machine. His sanguine temperament appears to prevent
him from seeing that he is deluding the public by extravagant statements.
His printing telegraph works all right, and it is certainly remarkable
because he proposes to use a separate wire for each character transmitted
and printed. He exhibits samples of the multiple wire cables that he
proposes to have erected all over the United States. These samples are
not much thicker than a lead pencil. The statements made in the Giara
pamphlet are surprising. For instance The wires in the Teletype
line can be so small that a cable may be made with half the copper there
is in one single telegraph wire.” The apparatus he showed me consisted
of two Blick electric typewriters, connected by a 32-wire cable and a

(

pagnet for each key of the typewriter. He is now using the Hammond
typewriter. The Giara system would not be worth mentioning except for
the circumstance that there seems to be a field for the Giara or some
similar machine for signalling or fire control on battleships. The inventor
told me he is getting his apparatus made at the Hammond typewriter
factory in New York, and he has an order for two of his fire control type-

( )writers for the United States Navy at $500 (£100)
each. They have 13

keys, including 10 numerals, and space and shifts. Only numerals are
required in this case, and a 15-wire cable will be used. The figures are
printed quite large, about J-inch (6 m/m) high. Giara is therefore another
of many American inventors who are trying to fill the supposed demand
for a printing telegraph for short distances, such as factories, large shops,
and battleships. The multiple wire cable is most favoured owing to the
extreme simplicity of a printing telegraph under such circumstances, and
the cost of a multiple wire cable is moderate within the limits of a factory
or battleship. -

.

Another System.

The most remarkable printing telegraph that I saw in the United
States was one that I am not at liberty to describe at present. The
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inventor and owners showed it to me in confidence, but they do not want
1 brought into public notice until it is completed. It impressed me
avourably, but its success depends on so many uncertain factors that it is

difficult to prophesy about it at present. If it succeeds I shall probably
enter into business relations with the owners to assist in the commercial
exploitation of the system.

Spread of the Baudot Alphabet.

i I

s interesting to note the progress being made by the Baudot
alphabet. Inventors paid little attention to it until I pointed out its
importance in the paper on “ Setting Type by Te'egraph,” read before the
British Institution of Electrical Engineers in 1905. Now its fundamental
importance- for machine telegraphy is admitted by all. The Morkrum
printing telegraph used the Baudot alphabet from the beginning with
great advantage. The Wright printing telegraph did not use the BaudotO
u u

nC as the result of dlrect competition with the Morkrum system
the Wright system has been forced to employ the Baudot alphabet. The
Western Union has bought the United States rights to the Murray
multiplex system, using the Baudot alphabet, and in view of the improve-ment that would be effected, it seems reasonable to suppose that the/"A
Barclay system m use by the Western Union will be modified so as to ?
employ the Baudot alphabet.

Keyboard Perforators.

The Barclay keyboard perforator is largely used by the WesternUnion for perforating the tape for use with the Barclay printing telegraph
system It has a differential feed and it can produce Wheatstone tape.
It is rather a clumsy machine, however, and it did not appear to me to
be as good as the Gell perforator, now so largely used by the British Post
office. The Delany Telepost Company is getting out a keyboard
perforator for producing Wheatstone tape, but it was not ready at thetime of my visit A noteworthy Wheatstone tape keyboard perforator is
the Kleinschmidt, made by Messrs.' Brooks & Kleinschmidt, an electrical
manufacturing firm in New York. It is very simple and all the parts are
easily accessible A single magnet punches on the front stroke and feeds'^ '1

he tape forward on the back stroke. The inventor informed me that it'
uses about half an ampere at no volts; the maximum power required
being about 70 watts. It has only recently been completed, and one isbnng trieu by the Postal Telegraph Company and another by the Western
Union. It is about the same size as an ordinary typewriter.

The Typewriter Position.
O

A great sensation was made in typewriter circles in America by the
order given by the Western Union to the Underwood Typewriter Com-pany for 10,000 Underwood typewriters, and it loosened the tongues of
representatives of the rival typewriter companies. The general type-
writer gossip m New York was that the Westtrn Union was getting theUnderwood typewriters for $32 each (£6 12s.). 1 do not know whether
this was true or not, as the Western Union was silent about it The
retail price of the Underwood in New York is $100. The actual cost of
making a modern typewriter does not exceed about £5 , but the cost of
selling is heavy. The Western Union invited the leading typewriter
manufacturers to send in a number of their machines for six months’

trial. This was done, and the Underwood was selected, so it is said,

because it was a good machine and was offered at the lowest price. The
L. C. Smith typewriter is alleged to have been the most favoured from
the. mechanical point of view. It certainly is a fine machine.

The representative of a large typewriter company in New York
explained the typewriter position in America to me as follows. There are
a number of typewriters such as the Blickensderfer and other double-
shift-key machines, which have a large field amongst small users,
and for writing foreign languages

;
but none of the double-shift

key machines, that is to say the machines with one shift key for

capital letters and another for figures, can stand against the competition
of big, strong, typebar machines with only one shift, when used in big
business, that is to say, in big commercial and manufacturing offices

.
where as many as 300 or 400 typewriters are in constant heavy work all

/ ;
day and every day. It is not until a new typewriter has conquered a
place for itself in the big business field that it can be described as a real

success. For hard work in big offices, a successful typewriter must be a
typebar machine, a visible writer, and must have not more than one shift

key, like the Remington. On the other hand, no shift at all on a visible
- """Atypebar typewriter leads to undesirable crowding of the typebars. The
V ’single-shift as used in the Remington seems to be a happy compromise.

For years the Remington typewriter company had a practical monopoly.
As time went on other machines got a foothold, and they were joined with
the Remington in the Union Typewriter Company (the typewriter trust).

A number of visible, but otherwise not very good typewriters, were
making their way and educating the public into the advantages of visible

writing. Underwood, who manufactured the ink ribbons for the type-
writer trust, realised the advantages of visible writing and brought out
the Underwood typewriter. This had the three requisites for big business,
namely, typebars, visible writing, and the Remington single-shift keyboard,
and in the absence of any real competition the Underwood company grew
into an immense concern, manufacturing on a great scale. The typewriter
trust, controlling the Remington, Smith-Premier, Monarch, and other
invisible writing typewriters, declined to bring out a visible typewriter.

/ '\When I was in New York 12 years ago I had occasion to see Mr. Clarence

\ Seamans, the president of the typewriter trust, and I asked him then why
he did not bring out a visible typewriter. He said they did not dare to do
so. They had a splendid business and it would wreck it to bring out a
visible Remington. They had sold 360 more Remingtons that week than
they had sold during the corresponding week of the previous year. That

if) business was too good to be risked. However, one of the members of the
typewriter trust, Mr. L. C. Smith, became alarmed at the progress being
made by the Underwood machine, and after vainly urging his colleagues
to bring out a visible typewriter, he sold out his holdings in the Union
Typewriter Company and started the L. C. Smith Typewriter Company.
The L. C. Smith machine was so well designed and so well made that it

soon established itself as one of the best on the market, and well adapted
for the big business field. The typewriter trust was at length forced to
move, and brought out a whole group of visible writers—the visible

Remington, the visible Smith-Premier, and the Monarch visibTeT'H'Se"
Remington, Smith-Premier and the Monarch are now being sold in New
York from the same office, and the typewriter expert already-referred to,

told me also that the Smith-Premier visible is not a real success and will

be allowed to die out. The Remington visible Is a good machjne
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and its sale pushed; but neither the Smith-Premier nor theMonarch are being' pushed. ' The result will “be"“that*' hTthe“ course
o time these machines will die out, and the struggle for the big
business field will then be narrowed down to the Underwood, the

fn^?u
gt0n

’

4.u

Ild the
,

L- C ’ Smith visibles - It is a noteworthy fact
f

j
*hese tbree machines are all curiously alike in general designand they seem to represent the final form of the typewriter machine,

gradually evolved after prolonged trial of every possible design The
opinion seems to be that the L. C. Smith is the best machine; but, as in
the case of bicycles and motor cars, it is largely a matter of personal
preference. When bought in large quantities the price of the good type-
writers like the L C. Smith is said not to exceed $60 [£\i) each, the
retail price being $roo (£20). Certainly for telegraph work there does
not seem to be any typewriter worth considering outside of the three
visibles, the Remington, the Underwood and the L. C. Smith, with the (
possible exception of one or two very good German machines and the
remarkable American “Noiseless" typewriter. It really is practically
ncnseless, and this feature is no doubt desirable in a telegraph office, but
the advantage has been obtained by adopting a design that is not very
good. The price is also high, ^25 retail, compared with £-2.0 for other -

,

B°^ht m lar£e quantities no doubt it would be cheaper,ihe Noiseless company has a large factory in Connecticut, and they
inform me that they have more orders than they can fill at present, and
that it will be another year before they will be able to start selling inEngland and Europe. 6

So far as the Murray Multiplex is concerned, the typebar typewriters
best suited for it seem to lie the L. C. Smith and a very neat little German
machine known as the “ Bijou.” Experiments are being made with both
of these typewriters to determine which is the more suitable.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
Electric Contact Materials.

One of the most interesting minor points noted during the trip was
the extent to which silver is being used for contacts. The cost of ' \platinum is so high that the employment of a cheap substitute is no longer'
a matter of indifference. Silver contacts are being used by both of the
big telegraph companies in America and also by all the printing telegraph
inventors, and the results appear to be satisfactory, in spite of the high
voltages and heavy currents employed in telegraph practice in the United
States. The French telegraph administration has used silver contacts for }years. Silver has the advantage that the dirt on the contacts is a fairly
good conductor; but silver is soft and much more easily fusible than
platinum, and it is not unlikely that a more satisfactory contact metal or
al oy would be discovered if some attention was devoted to the matter in
telegraph laboratories. For instance, ductile tungsten appears to have
special advantages for the purpose.

Electro-magnets for Relays.

Electromagnets are being quite largely substituted for permanent
magnets m telegraph relays in America. The P.O. standard design of
relay is being generally used with an electromagnet substituted for the
permanent magnet. ' The Western Union officials state that they are using

18

more of the electromagnetic relays than permanent magnet relays, as the
electromagnetic relays give less trouble. They find that, at any rate under
American conditions, the permanent magnets are not permanent, especially
with high-speed working, as the reversals tend to demagnetise the
permanent magnets. Messrs. Bunnell & Co., large American manufac-
turers of telegraph instruments, are supplying P.O. standard relays fitted
with electromagnets in place of permanent magnets, the electromagnets
being neatly packed away in the form of a long thin coil behind the
armature pivots. Electromagnetic relays are used in the Morkrum system,
and Mr. Wright, of the Wright printing telegraph system, also uses them.
He says he gets better results with the electromagnetic relays. In this
connection also it may be mentioned that the Eastern Telegraph Company
has been experimenting with electromagnets in the Brown drum relay in
place of the large permanent magnets hitherto used.

Style of Type for Printing Telegraphs and Typewriters.

In telegraph work in the United States plain block letter capitals are
preferred thus

—

A BCD- They are employed on the Morkrum, the

—x
bright, and other printers, and the Western Union is specifying this

^
bind of type for the 10,000 Underwood typewriters that it has ordered.
It is a good clear style of type, but the German system of using small
letters flower case) instead of capitals is undoubtedly the best from the
point of view of legibility. I was informed in Berlin that the matter was
carefully investigated by the German telegraph administration, the
outcome being that small letters were found to be the best. The
consequence is that now in all telegrams in Germany, even in the case of
handwritten telegrams, only small letters and no capitals are employed.

The Edison Accumulator.

The commercial use of the Edison nickel accumulator is making
rapid progress in the United States, and it is so durable and robust that
it should be of interest to telegraph administrations. I went out to

- . Grange, New Jersey, and was shown over the extensive and wonderfully
f equipped factory that has been built to manufacture the Edispn

accumulator. I also had the privilege of a chat with Mr. Edison. He
and his associates have great confidence in the future of the Edison
accumulator, and very large sums of money have been spent in equipping
the factory with wonderfully intricate and ingenious machines and piro-^ cesses for the construction of the accumulator. In fact the whole secret of

( -success in the case of this battery may be said to lie in the machinery
and methods employed in its construction.

It is a circumstance not without significance that Edison, the fore-
most inventor of our time, is drawing his main revenue from popular
amusements, that is to say from his phonograph and cinematograph film
factories. Amusing people is more profitable than inventing printing
telegraphs.
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HIGH-SPEED AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPHY

THE WHEATSTONE AUTOMATIC

Of the many systems of automatic telegraphy invented and tried out in

actual service since the Morse telegraph was introduced about 75 years ago,

the system which has been most extensively employed and which has been

found to answer the requirements of service most satisfactorily is that

known as the Wheatstone Automatic.

In the Wheatstone system of automatic telcgtaphy, the dot and dash

combinations which form the letters of the alphabet are perforated in the

Morse code on specially prepared strips of paper about 1/2 in. in width.

When the letters and words forming the message or messages have been

perforated in the paper strip the latter is then passed through a Wheatstone

transmitter which is connected into the main-line circuit, and driven by an

electric motor.

The Wheatstone transmitter is practically a high-speed pole-clmnger

operated automatically instead of by means of a Morse key in the hands of a

telegrapher, as is the case with manually operated single and multiplex

telegraphs.

The preparation of the transmitting tape is accomplished by means of

three-key mallet perforators, or by keyboard perforators, which may be

operated by any telegrapher after a little practice.

If the Wheatstone transmitter is run at slow speed the transmitted

Morse signals can be read by sound in the receiving relay (or from a sounder

connected thereto) in the same way as hand sending may be read, as the

Morse is plain and accurate. When the motor which drives the transmitter

is speeded up, the rate at which signals can be sent over the line may reach

300 or 400 words per minute, depending upon the speed of the repeaters in

circuit—if any are employed,—upon the KR limitations of the line wire, and

upon the speed at which the polar relay at the receiving end of the line will

work satisfactorily.

It is the usual practice to operate the system duplex, which means that

most of the apparatus of the ordinary polar duplex is retained. At the

receiving end the armature of the polarized relay has attached to it an

extension arm bearing an inking wheel, which, when the longue of the relay

is in the spacing position (against its back-slop), is held close to, but not

touching, a moving band of paper tape, and which, when the tongue
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of the relay is moved into the marking position, makes contact with
. the moving paper slip, causing an ink mark to be made thereon of a length
depending upon the time the relay tongue is held in the marking position;

As the speed at which the tape travels under the inking wheel may be regu-
lated to suit the speed of the received signals, each word received by the
relay will appear in the familiar dot and dash characters marked upon the
paper strip. '

The receiver complete, including the polarized relay, the inking gear,
and tape-moving mechanism is known as the Wheatstone recorder.

The received tape is passed to copyists who understand the Morse code,
and who translate the characters, writing the message on a received telegram
blank by means of a pen or typewriter.

;

'!

Messages received by the automatic system at any office for relaying to
points beyond, may be translated and copied as above described, or the
received tape may be passed directly to a Morse operator who transmits the
message appearing thereon to destination by hand. If the message is to be
forwarded from the relay office over another automatic circuit, the received
tape must be translated and the message typewritten, and then repunched
on transmitting tape as at the originating office, so that it may be passed
through the automatic transmitter connected into the second circuit and
sent over the line at high speed. 7

THE MALLET PERFORATOR (

The perforator which is shown in plan and front elevation at a and b,

Fig. 365, is purely mechanical in its action. Groups of perforations corre-

sponding to the letters of the alphabet are made, by it in a slip of oiled paper
which is afterward propelled automatically through the transmitter.

The keys or plungers, a, a- 1, and a- 2, actuate five steel punches used in

making the desired perforations in the moving band of tape; a, corresponding
with a “dot,” «~i, with a space, and a-2, with a “dash.” The center row of

perforations acts as a guide to keep the tape in its proper place in the trans-

mitter and as a rack by which it can be propelled. The perforations above
and below the center determine the number and order of the main-line cur-

rents sent out from the transmitter.

Figure 365c shows the mechanism of the perforator placed underneath
the metal cover, and Fig. 365^ shows the levers b, b- 1, and b- 2, which are
pivoted in the block B, under the base, and connected respectively to

the keys a, a-i, and a-2. The opposite ends of the levers project upward
through the base and terminate at the back of the mechanism near the ends
of the five steel punches. Above and below the punches are two small rods
provided with steel spiral springs for withdrawing the punches after the
depression of the keys. Spiral springs are also used to restore the keys and
levers to their normal positions after each operation.

is
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The action of the mechanism in perforating the paper strip is rather

difficult to learn from an unavoidably complicated diagram, and it may suffice

,
to observe, for example, that in perforating the word “hat” in the tape the

operator depresses the key a four times in forming the letter “h” then the
j

f&s=i

Sz
rr

Q"~0

Fig. 365.—Mallet perforator.

key a once and the key a- 2 once in forming the letter “a” and then the key

a- 2 once forming the letter “t.” Between each two letters the space key

a-i is depressed once and between words twice, in order that the letters and
words of the message will be properly spaced and not. run together on the

receiving tape at the distant station.

ADJUSTMENT OF THE PERFORATOR

The lever h, Fig. 365c, is connected by means of a small rod passing

through the base to the lever b- 2, and is only actuated when a dash is
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punched. Its function is to regulate the movement of the paw
,
e.

: When
either a dot or a space is punched, the movement of lever &-i is limited by the
tail -piece of h, and the pawl moves over one tooth only of the star-lwheel, pugg-
ing the tape one space forward

;
but when a-2 is depressed the lever h jis, raised

so that themovementof d-i is not limited by h, but by the pin/, and the pawl
accordingly moves over two teeth of the star-wheel, so that when the key
rises the tape advances two spaces.

'

The instrument is adjusted by means ‘

of two screws i, t, which act upon the
w 4—

“

bent lever k. It must be so adjusted that “SS m 'v '5 ^
120 center guide holes and 120 spaces are —£_J 35?

produced in exactly 12 in. of paper tape.
6 ^7

The adjustment of the screws i, l, moves I

° 0 ^1

the lever k, either inward or outward. If

the end nearest the punches be moved 1
° (T '*§>

),

toward them, then the perforations will
2 17

be spread over a greater length of tape; I .. » f

but if it be moved away from the punches,
3 " °

/ __

the perforations will be closer together and ( q)
"

13

will occupy less space. If a length of slip 10
l4

[Tg

be taken, containing 121 spacing perfora- ‘=^^^*==0= - p-
tions (which number may be obtained

without counting by punching the word
Fl0 ' i66 ‘ Parls of t*le madet per"

message four times, including five spaces back puncher pIate . 3> back gllid; ^
between words, and seven spaces at the punchers; 4, back spring acting on
end of the last word), then the distance star wheel click lever; 5, vertical

between the centers of the first and last !

sPrin& on which guide roller is pivoted;

holes must be 12 in. In other words, the i

6
- guid« r°ller

i 7- star wheel; 8, star

, . wheel click; 9, star wheel click lever;
distance between the centers 01 any two

|

I2> , ever regulating play of 9tar whcei

adjacent guide holes must be exactly one- click lever; 13, center punch (for dot,

tenth of an inch. Although a perforation dash and space); 14, top punch (for

more or less will not make any material dot and dash)l rs, bottom punch (2,

difference to the working, it is well to ad-
/\
for

J
do‘ 1 for da

f );
,

16
'
center punch

, . , , . (fordash);i7,socketlever;i8,adiust-
here to exact spacing when possible; especi- inglever
ally is this important when working at

high speeds.

The flat, spring g can be adjusted by means of the screws n, n-i and must
exert sufficient force to propel the paper freely after each depression of the

keys. I he vertical spring which carries the small grooved roller, r, is ad-
justable in a similar manner by means of two screws under the base. It

should exert just sufficient force to cause the pawl, e, to drop between the

teeth of the star-wheel. When the keys a, or a- 1, are depressed, the pawl
should move freely over one tooth, and when the key a-i is depressed, it

11 H
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should be drawn back over two teeth of the star-wheel. If undue force

be. required to produce this action between the pawl and the star-wheel, it

will probably be found that the rubber washer under the head of the faulty

key is a trifle too thick.

The star-wheel frame is provided with a tail-piece which projects out-

ward through the vertical plate, o, on the left-hand side. When paper tape
is inserted this tail is pulled toward the operator in order to move the star-

wheel out of the way, and as soon as the tail is released, the star-wheel
resumes its normal position.

Where two screws are provided for adjusting the lever, care should be
taken always to release one before tightening the other, or the heads are

liable to be broken off, the thread stripped, or the standards bent. Lock-
nut screws, or clamping screws, also, should be loosened before moving the

adjusting screws which they clamp, and carefully tightened again after the
proper adjustment has been made.

A test gage 1/

2

in. wide and 0.009 hi. thick should pass freely between the

back and front die-plates of the perforator. The standard width of perfora-

tor tape is from 0.472 in. to 0.475 in - and its thickness 0.004 in. to 0.0045 *n -

Figure 366 shows the various parts of the mallet perforator, each part
numbered to correspond with the accompanying list of parts.

KEY-BOARD PERFORATORS

There are several makes of key-board tape perforator on the market,
which have been designed to take the place of the mallet perforator in the
preparation of tape for transmission by means of automatic transmitters.
Among these might be mentioned the Gell used in England and in some of
the British colonies, the Kleinschmidt perforator, and the Storm perforator
made in the United States. Fig. 367 is a reproduction of a photograph of
one of these perforators, which is similar in appearance to all other makes.

Figure 368 shows a key-board arrangement which has been found to
answer the requirements of automatic telegraph service.

1 he Morse characters as they appear in perforations in the tape are shown
complete, the alphabet used being American Morse, with the exception of the
letter L,” which is here shown as consisting of one dot, a space and three
short dashes, instead of the regulation long dash of the Morse code.

THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMITTER

Figure 369 shows the mechanical construction and electrical connections

of a transmitter arranged to operate a polar relay, the latter serving as a

pole-changer in a duplex arranged for automatic transmission.

The movements to and fro of the divided lever D- U, arc regulated and

HIGH-SPEED AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPHY

Fig. 367.;—Keyboard tape-perforator.

KBYBOARJ)

Fig. 368.—Keyboard arrangement of tape perforator, showing specimen of tape after

being punched.
/
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controlled by the perforated holes in the paper slip, as the- latter; is moved

along from right to left by the star-wheel W, above the arms 5 and M. The:' •

transmitter is constructed so that it may be connected directly to line, thei'

contact points Cu-Cd and Zu-Zd acting as the duplex battery terminals:

and the divided lever as the pole-changer tongue connected to the main-line

wire, but it has been found that the ranges of adjustment are not so limited
.

where the automatic transmitter is employed to operate locally a 1 polar

relay, the tongue of which is connected to line and the local contact points of

which carry the main-line potentials, plus and minus. The upper and lower

halves of the divided lever D U are mechanically connected, but separated

'electrically, that is, one jg
insulated from the other, so that cither the lever

D, or the lever U, in connection with the lower or upper contact points

respectively Cd-Zd,- or Cu-Zu, may be used to operate the line instrument.

In case the operation is transferred fronyflie upper to the lower contacts,

or vice versa, the only alteration in connections -required is that the ground

contact be transferred from transmitter binding-post U to D or D to U, as

the case may be. f ''
...

The significance of the letters D and U may be borne in mind by noting

that U refers to the upper pair of contacts, and D “down” or lower pair.

The rocking beam is equipped with two pins P, P', which project out-

wardly. The revolution of a driving wheel (within the case of the instru-

ment and not shown) which is fitted with a projecting pin near its periphery,

causes the rocking beam to move up and down alternately upon a central

pivot. The pivoted cranks A and A

'

are held against the under side of pinsP
and P' by springs attached at right angles to the lower extremities of the

cranks. Rising from the ends of the two cranks are the rods S and M.
Actually, the rods are side by side, one on each side of the star-wheel • IV.

In the sketch the position of one of them has been changed somewhat in

order to show both rods. Two adjustable screws B and B' regulate the dis-

tance backward at which the rods may be set, the springs S' and S 2 holding

the rods against the screws. In their upward movement the rods pass through

slots cut in a brass platform. As the perforated tape is moved along the

platform by the star-wheel, the rods continuously moving up and down

enter the holes in either side of the tape directly as these holes appear over

the rods. Above the star-wheel is mounted another wheel a trifle wider than

the tape which acts to hold the tape down and permits the projections of the

star-wheel to enter the center row of holes in the tape and thus propel it

forward.

With the transmitter running free, that is without tape, rods S and M,
in response to the movements of the rocking aim, rise and fall alternately.

The lower extremity of the upright section of crank A moves to the right

when the rod 5 moves upward; this action pushes the lever acting between

the contact points to the right by means of the rod and boss K. The up-
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\ ward movement of the rod M in the same manner causes K to push the

Vrtfo
U t0

.?
e nght

‘.
WerC the transmittcr connected directly to Hue, thisaction wouldl mean that a “make” or marking current woujd go to line aj

the tod 9
•

he r

°tf
nS6S

’ and a Spadng current would be sent to line whenrod 5 rises. Thus, with the transmitter running without tape, a seriesof reversals are sent out producing "dots” in the distant polar refay
Inserting a strip of perforated tape in the transmittcr results as follows-

and Zmi
h
f

hC mark
!

Ug r0<1 M has risen and entered a hole in the (apeand that the tape moves forward three or four spaces before a perforated holeappears above the rod S, then the marking current will be continued untilthe spacing rod S has an opportunity to rise. It is obvious that the rod 5has in the meantime continuously bombarded the tape, awaiting the firstopportunity to travel over its full course in response to the tensL of thespring S3 and which it has been prevented from doing by having presentedbefore it a portion of the tape in which no perforations have been madeAs in the regulation polar relay, the lever of the transmitter must remain

fbout b

r

f
°- open-contact point. In the polar relay this is broughtabout by employing permanent magnets to hold the armature in eitherposition. In the transmitter the same thing is accomplished by the jockey

wheel J. It is evident that as

s oo ooooo I the lever moves to the right or
/ *******••••••••• • ( left it is held in cither position

1

°° °oooo
> by the action of the spring bcar-
* mg down the jockey wheel.

Figure 370 shows a sketch
Fig. 370—Specimen of perforated tape bearing the

of the Perforated slip required
word “and.” to transmit the word “and.”

gaged by the rod M and the lower ones by tlmtlTwSZ““proper position in the transmitter the lower holes are 011 (he oulwanl si,],,or toward the attendant, the tajie moving from right to left.When unpunched paper is inserted, both rods S and M are pressed down

7a ’ The Lv?r/-
i”' in lh

r r tion d° - w
is there,ore sent to hT"''

* <‘°“ ”* m°Ve ““ *

If now, slin, Derforated oair 1 . 99 _ , . .

-Specimen of perforated tape bearing the
word “and.”

If now, slip, perforated, say, with the letter ' ° (a) be inserted, then,
when rod M rises, it will be free to pass through the first upper hole and thelever DU will be moved and will send out a » marking” current. When the

l™:h

eZR
* °t

f

I

the Tfg b6am F UkeS plaCC
’
r0d 5 wil1 be free topass through the first lower hole, and the current sent by DU will be reversed •

11^ wilTb I'

hT b6en
,

Sent °n the neXt ™-™nt of the rockbtgbeam, M will be free to pass through the second upper hole, and the length
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of the “spacing” current is consequently precisely equal to that of the' pre-
vious “marking” current (dot). The “marking” cufreiit being now to llHep
when the rocking beam leaves S free to rise, it is prevented from so' doing <'

by the paper, which is not perforated below the second upper hole. In this
case, therefore, the “marking” current is kept on until the rod 5 is again
free to rise, which it can do through the second lower hole, and the current
is then reversed. It will be seen that the “marking” current is kept to line
during movements equal to two dots and the space botween, this being the
established length of a dash. It is clear, therefore, that when correctly per-
forated slip is run through the transmitter any required Morse signals—
dots, dashes and spaces—can be automatically sent to line.

;

Adjustment: One end of the flat spy^fg which carries the jockey; wheel
/ ,

is attached to a brass piece F, which is in turn-screwed rigidly to the frame
of the gearing. The upper side ofF is V-shaped, and the tension of the spring
is adjustable by means of the two screws which fasten it to its support. Tt v
should have sufficient tension to enable it. to push the lever DU suddenly,
to the right or left when either of the collets K or K' push it beyond the
center of the jockey wheel.

The collets K and K' can be adjusted by being screwed forward or back-'-"

ward; their correct position may be found by running the transmitter with
a blank slip, when the bar should remain unaffected, whether resting in its

right or left position. The collets must, however, be sufficiently close to
push the ban over the center when the slip is removed, so as to allow the
jockey roller to complete the movement. •

.

In order to insure reliable action at high speed, it is essential that the j

spiral springs 5-3 and 5-4 be strong enough to easily overcome the tension
of the flat spring acting through the jockey wheel upon the lever. The
amount of play allowed between the contact screw C-d and the lever D
when it is resting on Z-d, or vice versa, is about 5 mils. The contacts C'~«
and Z-u should be adjusted to suit, so as to preserve similar distances with
respect to U. .

The exact positions of the vertical rods .S' and M are regulated by the
screws B, B ; each of the rods should be so adjusted that it commences to
enter a perforation in the slip when the left-hand edge of the perforation is

sufficiently clear of the left-hand edge of the rod to allow it to pass through
freely. If the screws P or P' arc screwed too much either way out of their
correct position, the rods will catch against the edges of the perforation, and ,

the mechanism will not act properly.

Ihe springs S— 1 and S-

2

pull the rods S, M, back against the screws
P, P'

,

when they have become sufficiently withdrawn to be just clear of the
slip. Although these springs are very light, they must be strong enough to
cause the rods to return to their normal positions promptly.

\r-

.

"
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\ THE MOTIVE P0WER 0F THE WHEATSTONE TRANSMITTER

\ . .

Untl1 rcccnUy
’ high-speed transmitters have been operated !)v weiidu\driven gears, and while this method pennitted the employment o the S'p:rx:s::£:^

&£££&!£ 10 obvl“e wi""i,,s woi*hi - “< **«« •«
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llli|,,>C<l Sma" llirect-current motors which are
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’ aPPr0X ''mateIy the maximum speed of the motor’No motor-control rheostat is used. An extension of the motor shaft is fittedwith a metal disk which acts as a friction plate On thp fnr f t • •

!*? r **• -I- small Zml up ot
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^Vhich operates the driving axle of the transmitter by means^fa dutch"The opposite end of the axle bearing the rawhide disk is hollowed out cone

'

aped in order to engage the point of the adjusting screw which determinesthe position of the rawhide disk on the face of the friction pin ( e. The method

the sn

U

H H
g ,C

)

apCCd °f t,1C trilnsmitler is founded on the principle thate speed through space of various points from center to periphery of a revolving wheel, is greatest at the periphery and least at*the center The'speed-regulating screw as it moves the axle of the friction dish -,1 ,

volving wheel is availed of to accompli u!e desiredend'’

Pr°,>Crty ^ ^
it is well known that the upper half of a revolving disk or wb I u

motion in the reverse direction to that of the lower half a„d anv d
— *

frictional contact with the side of the wheel un ess 1 t
* “

mo.,o„ °, .relation p„Ilio„ of the wl
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°f thC friCti°n Pkte Md the Speed is grad uaffy 'reduced
.

The cl°ck-work gearing which drives the moving contacts of th P ,mitter proper is connected with the driving axle by means of a universal clutch’ie transmitter proper is detachable from the base, the armature and h- tt
’

contact wiring being made to buffer contacts. When the transmitter getsout
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of adjustment and there is a spare unit available it requires but io or 12

seconds to remove the defective instrument and substitute one known to be
in working order. As the transmitter is set in place the buffer contacts en-

gage their corresjAmding projecting terminal points and the driving dutch
engages the driving axle without any action on the part of- the attendant

except that he place the transmitter in proper position on its brass bed-plate

and tighten the thumbscrews. Hi:

Where no-volt currpnt is available, it is customary to use it for the opera-

tion of the transmitter motor. 'n^«fegulation of the speed of the transmitter

(and consequently of the speed of transmission) is accomplished by means of

the friction drive. A hard rubber knob mounted on one side of the transmitter

.1’¥s

m f

“'Motor
Terminals

Fig. 371.—Main line and battery connections of the automatic transmitter.

case, accessible to the attendant, permits of regulating the speed at which
signals arc sent over the line,, ranging from 10 words per minute to 300 words
per minute. 1

As there is no rheostat control of the motor circuit, it is well to have a

resistance of about 100 ohms in each side of the 110-volt circuit to prevent

heating of the motor. ef

Revolving the shaft of the motor causes the rocking beam of the transmit-

ter to move up and down at a speed corresponding to the speed at which the

star-wheel forwards the paper strip. These two rclatcd< movements are

accomplished by means of suitable, clock-work gearing.

Figure 371 shows an enlarged view of the transmitter main connections,

where the automatic transmitter is employed to operate a pole-changer in

the form of a standard polar relay. The terminals K, MKC, and MKZ are

not used except when the duplex line potentials are connected directly to the

transmitter. The terminals marked — and + show where the no-volt
motor leads are to be connected. When a polar relay is used to control the
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line battery, the main-line and artificiaWine binding posts of the relay areconnected to the terminals Z and C, and the terminal U or D is grounded.

\ neSon from r/

er

t

0r

n
Wer ““taCt8 may b° UsctI by chanSinB the ground con-nection Irom U to D

,
or vice vefsa.

the wP! (
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5
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laS f°r many yea*s been uscd on certain lines ofe Western Union Telegraph Company, and within the past year or two hasbeen introduced on the lines of the Canadian Pacific Railway Telegraph

If™’ fi

a PaCifiC cable drcuit betwee" Montreal, Que.,

Monfr 1
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n 7

repeaters at Fort willii>™. Ontario, 99S miles from
ontreal, and at Calgary, Alberta, 1,256 miles distant from Fort William

r a C '’ 646 milcs fr0m CalSary- The distance from Van-couver to Bamfield is n 5 miles, including 80 miles of submarine cable. At
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S US6d; at F°rt William
’ CalSary a"d Vancouver,

storage battery is used, and at Bamfield, gravity battery.
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mP°^ance> and bigb speeds of transmission are notned at. The principal object in employing the Wheatstone system is toure accuracy. Also, a material advantage accrues from the fact that at agiven speed in words per minute, Wheatstone signals on account of their
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-
uslnR Wheatstone transmission,the total amount of business handled over a circuit in a day exceeds consider^
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of business that would be handled during the same period

sneed of l °T ^ ^ the Sending operator does not exceed aspeed of, say, 40 words per minute. This is due to the fact that in Wheat-
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15 gTra0y 2 °r 3 ft ' °f slack tapc wh ich has been per-orated between the perforating machine and the transmitter, so that therequent stops made from one cause or another, by the perforator operator—the sender-do not interrupt the continuity of line transmission, which goeson continuously as long as tape is fed to the transmitter.
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THE POSTAL AUTOMATIC
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:
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The Postal Automatic Telegraph System is identical with the Wheatstone

in so far as concerns the preparation of the transmitting tape, and the trans-

mission of the signals; but the reception of the signals is accomplished in ah

entirely different manner, being received by an electromagnetic punch, or

“reperforator” which, instead of marking the dots and dashes of the letters

on the receiving tape^jiith ink, as in the Wheatstone system, perforates the

characters in a continuously moving strip of paper tape, thc received tape

resembling thc transmitting tape, inasmuch as the Morse characters appear

thereon in a series of perforations. The improvement in this method as

compared with Wheatstone recorder reception, is that the received tape may
be passed through a local “reproducer,” and the messages copied by ear

from an ordinary sounder. .

"" '

'

C

The reproducers are motor driven and are under the control of the repro-

ducing operator so that the speed of reproduction may be regulated to accord

with the ability of the operator. At his convenience the tape may be stopped,

pulled back and run through again for 'the purpose of confirming doubtful

words. In practice, therefore, the reproducing operator copies from a

“sender” over whom he has absolute control in the matter of speed and of

repetition. Moreover, with this system, messages received at relay offices

for points beyond, which are equipped with automatic apparatus, may be.

relayed automatically, simply by passing the received tape' through an

automatic transmitter of the reproducer type. In this case the reproducer

operates the duplex pole-changer in the same way as it operates the sounder

for local reproduction.
|

•

The Reperforator.—The operation of the receiving punch, or reperfora-

tor, will be understood by tracing the receiving circuits shown theoretically

in Fig. 372. i

It will be observed that here the main-line polar relay of a duplex instead

of operating locally a reading sounder, as is customary in ordinary duplex

working, operates an extra polar relay, the armature lever of which is grounded

through a 6-m.f. adjustable condenser. Two double-spool electromag-

nets, M, M ', of the reperforator have circuits leading through their windings

from 200-volt dynamos of each polarity, thence, extending to the open and

closed contact points respectively of an auxiliary polar relay. The “punch”
magnets control the movements of two armatures which on their free ends

are equipped with steel punches, P, P, about 1/16 in. in diameter, and 1 in.

long, which when the magnets are energized are driven through holes (h ,
h,

Fig. 373) in a die plate, and perforate holes in a strip of paper which is being

drawn through a slot past the holes in the die plate, the slot being just large

enough to permit free passage of the tape.

Thc tape is moved forward continuously by means of a tape-ftransmission
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and take-up gear, operated by an electric motor the speed of which is regu-

lated by a small hand rheostat.

It is customary to adjust the receiver from hand sending at the distant

station, before the automatic transmitter is connected to line. A closed

key, sending a marking current from the distant station, results in the tongue
of the home main-line relay moving over, to its front contact, thereby pre-

senting a ground contact to the 85-volt dynamo circuit by way of the front

contact of the main-line relay, and the magnet EM of the auxiliary relay,

which causes the latter to attract its armature to the left, permitting the

6-m.f. condenser to empty itself of the negative charge which it had accu-

mulated while the tongue of the auxiliary relay was in contact with the negative

battery terminal. The process of reversing the charge held by the condenser

E T S G

Fig. 372.—Theory of the reperforator.

from negative to positive, after the relay tongue makes contact with the posi-

tive battery terminal, causes the magnet M to momentarily attract its

armature A, and as the armature lever is pivoted at B, the steel punch P
is driven through the moving strip of paper, perforating a hole near the lower

edge of the tape. As the distant key is opened and a spacing current sent to

line, the home line-relay “opens,” thereby transferring the ground contact

presented to the 85-volt dynamo circuit, through the magnet EM' of the

auxiliary relay, causing the lever of that relay to move into contact with the

opposite local contact, whereupon the charge held by the condenser is changed
from positive to negative, causing momentary magnetization of the punch
magnet M ', the result of which is that the armature lever actuating the upper

steel punch, drives the latter through the tape, perforating a hole near its

upper edge. The horizontal distance between the two holes depends upon

• :
" / ' ~

. f */ff| '
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the time elapsing between the instant the marking current is sent out and the

time the spacing current is sent from the distant station. If the positive and
negative battery contacts made by the distant pole-changer are made close

together, aS’ in forming the letter “e,” the holes in the received tape appear

as at “e” in the specimen slip, Fig. 372. If a greater period of time separates

the positive and negative battery applications, as in forming the letter “t,”

the holes in the receiving tape appear as at “t,” in the specimen slip.

The steel punches are adjusted to travel forward just far enough to go

through the paper and make a clean round hole, and backward just far

enough to clear tligjace of the dic-platc.

In view of the factthal the tape is passing continuously through the slot

in front of the steel punches, the act of punching the holes must be accom-

plished by extremely rapid movement of the punches so that there will be

no tendency to tear the tape. The speed at which the punches move forward

and backward in response to the operation of the auxiliary relay is regulated

by having the capacity of the condenser accurately adjusted, and by adjusting

the tension of the strong retractile springs S, attached to the armature levers

of the reperforator, so that when the steel punches are traveling the required

distance to and fro, the action will be rapid and snappy.

It is evident that the tape being perforated is stopped each time either

the upper or lower punch is in the act of perforating a hole, and as each

punch is operated many times per second, it is necessary so to adjust the

tape-moving mechanism that these momentary stoppages are compensated

for by “slip” in that part of the gear which pulls the tape through the slot.

The instruments have been designed to do this satisfactorily, and it

has been found that attendants can, with little' practice, learn the correct

adjustment. The present method of taking care of the received tape

coming from the reperforator is the same as that used in caring for the original

transmission tape as turned out by the Wheatstone perforator, that is, by
rolling it up by hand as it comes from the receiver.

The receiver when in operation requires the constant attention of an at-

tendant, and it is quite convenient for him to take care of the received tape

in the manner above referred to. The received tape may be parceled out

in units of one message, two messages, or in any number required by traffic

conditions, as the receiver attendant very quickly learns to read the tape and

is able to follow the wording as perforated thereon. The end of each message

is signified by a paragraph sign ( -) or by a succession of letters “a,”

without space between them.

'Flic code used is the Morse alphabet, except that the letter “L” is

changed from “long dash” (—), to “dot, three dashes,” (• ), and the

figure “nought” from “long dash” to five short dashes ( —).

The received tape is passed to the reproducing operators in whatever

size bundles the traffic demands, and by them is run through local repro-
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’ducing machines at a speed to suit the convenience of the operator as before

stated.
'

The operation of the reproducers is quite simple, and may be learned by i

any Morse oj^rator in a short time and without difficulty.

Figure 373 shows the actual construction of the reperforator used in con-

nection with the Postal automatic telegraph system, the various parts

bearing the same index letters as do the
Lock Nut-

same parts illustrated in the theoretical/ Capstan *
:

diagram, Fig. 372. The spring adjust-
Shaft 1

ments 5/1
,
arc forw^ulating the retractile W

tension exerted by the springs 5
,
upon the y] TM

armature levers A. The front adjust-

ment screws Fri act as back-stops for the FIG - 374- Reperforator bearing

armature levers, and must be so set that
adjustment,

the steel punches fastened to opposite ends of the levers, when pulled

back by the springs, will come to rest in the punch guide holes h, just

clear of the face of the die-plate. The lever adjustment screws LA ex-f;'.

tend between the two spools of each magnet, projecting far enough to prevent

the armature striking the cores of the magnet, and also serve as adjustments .

for regulating the distance beyond the face of the die-plate the punches P
are allowed to travel. The forward and the backward travel of the steel

punches, therefore, 'is regulated by means of the adjusting screws FA and LA.

In practice, a forward travel, from rest, of 0,006 in. is all that can be allowed

where high speeds arc to be maintained.

Figure 374 shows an enlarged view of the armature-shaft bearing of the •

reperforator. The successful operation of the reperforator is largely depfend-

ent upon the elimination of lost motion in the shaft bearings, and the bearing

employed while somewhat elaborate is the only one among those tried out

which satisfactorily answers the purpose.
j

The parts of the bearing are made of the hardest grade of Tobin bronze,

and the adjustment is made as follows: 1

To adjust bearing: Disconnect retractile spring from armature lever.

Tighten screw A, leaving just space enough between its inner surface and

the surface of the shaft to hold a film of oil. Tighten screw B of each

bearing so that when the steel punches are properly lined up in the punch

guide holes the play of the shaft will be equal in the bearing A on each side

of the shaft. Lock-nut C should then be tightened, securing the adjust-

ment of A, care being taken not to disturb A after being properly set.,

The reperforator as here described is the invention of Mr. F. E. d’Humy.

Figure 375 shows the transmitter circuits, arranged so that either the

high-speed automatic transmitter, or a Morse key operating an ordinary

pole-changer may be switched into circuit, depending upon the position of the

at
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Fig. 375.—Transmitting circuits, Postal automatic.

Pig. 376.—Tii|>c tnke-up gear, Postal automatic.

of a 20,000-ohm leak to earth through a polar relay as shown in the lower
left-hand portion of the diagram. After the speed of transmission is run
up higher than 65 or 75 words per minute, the sounder, of course, fails to

record the signals intelligibly.
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Figure 376 shows the construction of the tape take-up gear.
f

r

The receiving tape is fed to the reperforator by a tape transmission

device, the speed of which may be regulated to suit the speed of signaling.

As th'e perforated tape leaves the reperforator it passes between the rollers

T, T', of the take-up gear, which are in light contact with each other, the

degree of tension "Is^ng adjustable by means of the compression-spring

screws E, E'. A spring belt extends from the pulley P' to a pulley mounted

on a shaft which is geared to the driving mechanism of the tape-transmission

Punch Bat. Switch
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Fic. 377.—Complete wiring connections of sending and receiving circuits. Postal

automatic.

gear (not shown), and the speed ratios are such that the rollers T, T '
,
of the

take-up, revolve three times as fast as the feed rollers of the transmission

device, which means that the “pull” of the rollers T, T '
,
is not positive or

constant. It is necessary that there shall be considerable “slip” of the tape

as it passes through the rollers of the take-up, for, if the pull were positive

the tape would be torn during the brief instant that either of the steel punches

of the reperforator arfe punching a hole in the tape. The combined “slip”

of the spring belt and of the rollers T, T' compensates for the many stoppages

of the tape which take place during the operations of punching.

Figure 377 shows the wiring and binding-post connections of both trans-

mitting and receiving circuits of the Postal automatic arranged for duplex

operation.

PRINTING TELEGRAPHS

Although the subject of printing telegraphs is an old one with the inventor

and with the promoter, the development of satisfactory printing telegraph

I
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systems has not reached that stage where the subject is in shape for practical
consideration in a work dealing with telegraph practice.

llie reason for
.
this (so far as the employment of printing telegraph

\ sys terr>s in America is concerned) is that the systems which have been tried
out, and which at the present time are in service, have been operated by the
inventors themselves, or under their direction, and in some cases by specially
trained staffs, recruited, largely, from mechanics who know little or nothing
about Morse telegraphy. -

On account of the many mechanical movements involved in the operation
of telegraph printers, these machines are necessarily somewhat complicated
in construction, and although in their design great ingenuity has been
exercised in applying known laws and principles of mechanics, the apparatus
produced, to do its best work, must be handled by competent mechanics.
In most of the systems so far introduced, the purely electrical features, such
as line-potential and line-current values, and main-line relay and transmitter
functions, are comparatively simple, and it is with these features onlv that
the Morse telegrapher has been concerned.

When a new system is tried out in service, apparently it has been a much
easier matter to teach mechanics what they need know about the electrical
features involved, than to teach the expert telegrapher what he must know
about mechanics, in order to operate the printer efficiently. These considera-
tions, in a sense, isolate the subject of printing telegraphs from the subject of
Morse telegraphy.

It is not to be inferred, however, that printing telegraph systems cannot
be employed to the advantage of the service, as it is'quite possible that the
time may arrive when a large portion of the telegraph traffic of this country
will be handled by means of printing telegraph systems, and it is possible
that within a few years, one, two, or more systems will have reached a stage
of development and of standardization, that will make possible a technical
treatment of the subject from a telegraphic standpoint Unit will be intelligible
to Morse operatives.

NAMES OF PRINTING TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS INVENTED, TRIED OUT AND
IN SERVICE

Two different systems, known as the Rowland and the Wright, have
within the past few years been tried out experimentally on the lines of (he
I ostal 1 elegraph-Cablc Company. Each of these systems was the product
of printing telegraph inventors of great skill, and who were quite familiar
with the requirements of such inventions.

The performance of the Rowland system and of the Wright system
was excellent under certain conditions of traffic, but both have been taken
out of actual service and returned to the laboratory for further development.
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Western Union Telegraph Company has for a number of years

past been using a printing telegraph system known as the Barclay printer,

Formerly the system was known as the Buckingham, in which certain

changes and improvements have been made by Mr. Barclay. > • -

'
'

The Buckingham-Barclay printer is at the present time employed com-

mercially by the Western Union Company, but is still being studied with

the object of introducing further improvements, or of making alterations,

in order that the machine may more satisfactorily meet the requirements of
‘ modern telegraph traffic conditions.

j

1

In British Post-office telegraph service, the following named systems

are being used to a greater or less extent: The Creed, Murray, Baudot, and
the Hughes. '

i •>

In the United States at the present time a printing telegraph system

known as the Morkrum, is being tried out on certain lines of the Postal

Telegraph-Cable Company, and of the Western Union Telegraph Company.
In Canada the Morkrum system is being tried out on a Canadian Pacific

Railway-telegraph circuit between Montreal and Toronto. '

(

For the information of those who may wish to study the historical develop-

ment of printing telegraph systems, or who may desire to investigate the

principles of operation, and the construction of printing telegraph machines,

a condensed bibliography of printing telegraph literature is incorporated

in the appendix, see section A.
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The Morkrum Telegraph Printers

Tape Transmission

The intent of this bulletin is to present the theory of the

transmission and reception of signals in the operation of the

Morkrum Telegraph printers, and to show the sequence of

operations. A careful study of the following diagrams and

the accompanying explanations will greatly facilitate the work

of handling the printers.

In the Morkrum tape system, a message which is to be

transmitted is first prepared on a perforated tape by means of

a keyboard perforator. The message is then automatically

transmitted over the line by means of this tape, and is re-

ceived directly on a page printer.
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Figure 1—Morkrum Code

The tape perforator has a keyboard similar to that of a

standard typewriter. There are six rows of holes on the tape.

The continuous row is used to feed the tape in the transmitter.

The letters and signals are formed by different combinations

of holes in the five remaining rows, which are placed two in

front of and three behind the feed row. The arrange-

ment of the holes in these five rows controls the polarity of

the five selective impulses which are sent over the line for

every signal.
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1 2 3
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MARKING IMPULSES.

FtG.l.

1 8 3 » 5|

A.
— — 4- 4- 4
— 4 4- — —
4 — — — 4

_JL
— 4- 4- — 4
— 4- 4- 4- 4

JL — 4- — — 4
3 4 — 4- — —
H 4- 4- — + —
1

4- — — 4- 4
J — — 4- — 4
K — — — — 4
Jl — JL 4- —

M + 4- — —
N 4- 4* — — 4
SL ±. ± ±\ — —
P 4- 4- —

JL — — — 4- —
R 4 — 2 — 4
a — 4 4 4
T 4 4- 4- 4 —
U — — — 4- 4
V T — — — —
w — — 4- 4 —
X — 4- — — —
Y — 4- — 4 — I

JL — 4 4- A — I

LINE 4- — 4- 4 4
|

8 PC, 4 4- — 4 4
|

CM 4- 4- 4- — f
Fie* — — 4- — -

I

LTr

SEQUENCE OF IMPULSES

FOR EACH CHARACTER FOR

FIRST AND THIRD TRANSMITTER.

THE MINUS SIGN INDICATING

MARRING OR OPERATING
IMPULSES.

FIG.1 a

[ J23 4 S I

A 4 4 — — —
B 4 — — + -I-

C — 4 4 4 —
D 4 — — 4 —

JL 4 — — — —

_E_ 4 — 4 4 —
G — 4 — 4 4
H — - + _ 4
1

— 4 4 — —
J 4 4 — 4 —
K 4 4 Jl 4 —
L — ± — +
M — 4 4 +
N — — 4 4 —
_2J - — — 4 4
P — ± — 4
JL 4 + 4 — 4
R — + - 4 —

jE •4 — 4 — —
Tl — — — — 4
U 4 4 + — —
V — 4 4 4 4
w 4 + — — 4
X 4 — 4 4 4
Y 4 — 4 — 4
~T 4 — — —

Lfc

LINE — 4 — —
sps — — 4 — —
C.R — — — 4 —
Ficq 4 4 — 4 4

ys 4 4 ITS
SEQUENCE OF IMPULSES
FOR EACH CHARACTER FOR
SECOND AND FOURTH TRANSMITTER

THE PLUS SIGN INDICATING
MARRING OR OPERATING
IMPULSES.

FIG. lb.

11 One way of operating these five relays would be to have five wires between the sending and

receiving stations, connect one relay in each wire, and operate each combination of relays simultan-

eously. Obviously this would be impracticable.

12. Distribution of the Elements of the Code.—A more advantageous method consists in utilizing

a single line wire and instead of sending the elemental signals forming a character combination, simul-

taneously over five wires, to send them on the single wire at five different moments. In this manner,

we can dispose of the 31 combinations made up of the five elemental units taken one by one, two by

two etc ; but. the different elemental unit signals which constitute a particular character will be dis-

tinguished. one from another, by the moments at which they manifest themselves. When we wish to

form the first combination, for example, we send a selective current at the first and second moment;

if the twelfth combination is desired we form it by sending a selective current at the second and fifth

moment and so on.

13. This code and method of transmission is that used with the Multiplex System.

14. We will now investigate the principle on which a system of transmission employing such a

code can be constituted.

15 At the sending station 1 on an insulating base (Figure 2) are fitted two concentric metallic rings

A and B on which bear evenlv two trailers or brushes F, F 1

,
electrically connected together and kept

moving at uniform speed, let us assume, by a clock or other movement, which can be regulated as

desired.

16. The ring B is whole, and is electrically connected to the line wire.

17. The other ring is divided into five segments, or metallic contacts a1
,
a2

,
a3

,
a4

,
a5

,
insulated

from one another and connected respectively to each of the five metallic levers L\ L2
, L3

,
L4 L5

,

which on being depressed, are connected by means of the studs B 1

,
B 2

,
B 3

,
B 4

,
B 5

,
with one pole of

a battery or generator, whose other pole is grounded.

18. The combination of the two rings A and B and the two connected brushes constitutes a dis-

tributor.

19. At the receiving station 2, a similar distributor is provided having the complete ring B 1 con-

nected to the line wire and the five contacts C 1

,
C2

, C~, C 4
,
C3

, of the ring A
,
respectively joined to

one side of the coils of 5 electro-magnetic receivers R 1
,
R2

, R3
,
R4

,
R°, the other side of each being

grounded.

20. The brushes of distributor No. 2 are rotated at the same uniform speed as those of No. 1.

Moreover, at each revolution they occupy the same corresponding positions as the former, that is
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printer could complete its selection during the time b and use the periods d a for translating andrecording its selection; a third printer could complete its selection during ’the time c and use theperio9 d, a b, for translating and recording its selection and in a similar lav a fourth printer couldcomplete its selection during the time d and use the period a, b, c for translating its selection Wecould thus readily control four printers during the time required for the full cycle of operation for eachby only using the line time for the transmission and reception of the selecting impulses for e^ch printerin regular sequence and allow the translating and recording of each printer to take place Without ree irdto the hnte, in the remaining three units of time.
p ’ wimout re&ard

49
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d d^
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sake
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of dearness we have assumed that the whole of the time represented bv b
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51. Instead of the five keys or levers L1
. L2 L 3 T 4 and T B Pin-,,,-.. m u •

, , ,

transmission of signals we can arrange them so that they will form part of ITutTTt^d
f° r ma^i1

will then accomplish automatically, the result, obtained by the manipulation of the ^ five keys’.
52. As this automatic transmitting device is controlled bv means of a ^ • •

series of perforations corresponding to the code combination' of the various characters to"be TinI
!TTd k f

W
f

aVhlS P°int t0 briefly describe the apparatus upon which this tape is Sepaned before we explain the operation of the automatic transmitter.
P P 1S pre"

KEYBOARD PERFORATOR

™ & 2£z&s olt* ?„”f
s

12 shows a lacs,m,le of tha tape with the character indications above each group of perforations.

pression^of “^^^^ll^kpress^nTo^mm^transver^^a^^iig* dir^ly^under
S

°h7feeydevers
SPECIMEN OF TAPE WITH ALL

CHARACTERS PERFORATED

UPPER CASE- ?

LOWER CASEA B
1

,

fig 12 .

and at right angles to them. The depression of one of these transverse bars causes a selecting armto be inserted between its corresponding punch pin and the striking arm. These selectinl arms aT
tT

h
naib

ma
f ? 5-

ear ° f the
L
strikin? a

f
m b7 a sP ring. If now, with one of thtese selecting arms inthe path of the striking arm, the latter is raised, the punch pin directly over the selectinelirm will

TdTf UP
f

thr
°d

?h thC fe'plate
-

and perf0rate a hole in the paper tape The pinThich punches Thefeed hole is forced upward every time the striking arm is raised, regardless of whether anl of theselecting arms are in the path of the striking arm or not.
wneiner any ol the

66. The striking arm is connected to a magnet armature through a Universal cnnnlino- o„d
against the selecting arms every time the magnet is energised.

1

magic,‘^7-
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alphabet. As a result, there is close similarity between
the devices employed in competing systems. This is not
surprising, for, as has been pointed out by Murray, given
an alphabet then the design of instruments produced to

use it must proceed on certain lines.

Reduced to its simplest terms, a telegraph installation

will be found to comprise a circuit-making device or

transmitter K (Fig. 1), a battery B, and an electromagnetic

receiver M, all connected in series through the line L.

The transmitter takes the form of a lever, adapted, when
depressed, to connect an earthed battery to the line. This

Fundamental principles. Elementary forms of type-printing

telegraph. Step-by-step printing telegraph. Isochronous free-

running type-wheel printing telegraph. Inversion devices.

The 5-unit code. The locked keyboard. Mechanical storage

transmitter. Tape-perforator mechanisms. Automatic stop

and start.

The printing telegraph is one of the oldest methods of

communication employed since telegraphy became a

public utility. Over a period of about 80 years innumer-

able systems have been invented, but up to 1900 only two

can be said to have achieved permanent success : the

Hughes, invented by the late David Hughes as far back as

Fig. 1.—Elements of a telegraph installation.

Transmission in one direction only. Fig. 2.—Elementary telegraph installation, with automatic
and instant reversal of direction of transmission.

1854, and the multiple system of Baudot, first introduced

in 1874. From this latter date onward, high-capacity

printing-telegraph systems have been proposed, but they

have all possessed some fundamental defect. To Donald

Murray must be given the credrt of first clearly laying

down the broad principles on, which a printing telegraph

should be designed. His paper, read before the Institution

in February 1905,* will always be the classic on this subject

and, in addition, is a model of style, unusual in a paper of

a technical character.

One of the facts which forcibly strike the student of

present-day printing telegraphy is the convergence of

nearly all, inventors towards the adoption of the 5-unit

* D. MURRAY: “Setting Type by Telegraph,” Journal I.EE.,
vol. 34, p. 555, 1905.

Vol. 54.

is the familiar Morse key which has been in use for over

60 years. Usually transmission is desired in either direc-

tion at will, and the lever is so arranged that in the' normal
position (Fig. 2) the line at both ends is connected to earth

through the coils of the receiving electromagnet. So
arranged, it is the typical installation of the simplex Morse
sounder circuit employed all over the world. It is not,

however, suitable for any but short lines, or those which
are free from inductive and other disturbances. The
spaces between signal elements are intervals of no current

or zero units, and during these times the receiving instru-

ments are liable to be interfered with by any disturbing

currents to which the circuit may be exposed. This

tendency may be largely overcome by employing polarized

on
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the outside surface of his wires as he now does to the com-

position of the wires themselves. These surfaces may
serve him to appropriate and control certain closely

bounded regions of the free ether of space to create for

him new channels of communication by guided electric

waves. Our knowledge of skin effect should be extended

by researches into the region bordering upon pure radia-

tion, where we are dealing with a super-skin effect or film

effect, and it seems not unlikely that we may be able ulti-

mately to dip the wire or paint it with a metallic paint rich

in unstable atoms or free electrons, which will tend to

reduce the attenuation of the guided waves. Here the

efforts of the master physicists should furnish a sure guide

in the near future. These guided high-frequency channels

are in some respects superior to any wire circuit. For
telephony we may have in them a perfectly silent line,

and one with no distortion whatever. The attenuation is

greater, but it is not attenuation which limits wire tele-

phony at present, but a mixture of line noises with distor-

tion. W::h these new channels the telephone repeater

comes into its own, since there is nothing to repeat but

pure articulation and quality. The telephone receiver

itself may be of the radio type, io or 15 times more sensi-

tive than those possible to use in wire telephony. In print-

ing telegraphy these channels should also be useful as they

can operate relays. They are free from many fluctuations

of pure radio circuits, such as day and night differences,

etc., and in a twisted-pair become very reliable indeed.

The new ionized-gas form of generator now furnishes a

convenient high-frequency source in single or multiple

units. The power required is negligible when compared
with the case of free waves in three dimensions. The
object of these remarks, therefore, is to offer a plea for a

more general survey of telegraphy by engineers and phy-

sicists at this stage of rapid progress. At present we find

the separation and segregation of the field of telegraphy

into certain more or less watertight compartments under

the head of wireless telegraphy, land-line telegraphy,

ocean-cable telegraphy, etc., each of these possessing a

separate technique. For instance, the radio engineer

prefers to think in wave-lengths, and he calls a variable

inductance a “ variometer ’’ and a certain tuning coil a

“jigger," etc., whereas, of course, there is nothing new in

principle in these pieces of apparatus. The wire engineer
j

prefers to think in terms of “ frequency,” and plots his I

graphs with n as a principal variable. The cable engineer

thinks in terms of “ curves of arrival.” Has not the time

arrived for the standing telegraph committees, wireless

committees, cable committees, etc., of our scientific socie-

ties to combine in a membership that can look at this

whole subject as one subject, which in fact it apnears

to be?

Mr. W. Judd : The author mentions the question of

printing telegraphs on long ocean cables. The whole of

the Eastern Company’s cables that land in England are

fitted with printing telegraphs and work into London
direct

; all the traffic is received and printed off ready

for delivery. We have one circuit working direct be-

tween Alexandria and London ; we have two working

between Gibraltar and London ; we have one working

between Lisbon and London
;

and we have two

working between St. Vincent, Cape Verde Islands, and

London. All those six cables bring the traffic direct into

the City where it is printed off ready for delivery. We Mr. Judd,

are using both the Morse code and the ordinary cable

code, and we are trying to find out which is the better.

Up to the present time we have not been able to

decide. The speed and the amount of traffic which can

be carried are just about the same by either method. We
are using in London the Creed system with one or two
of the cables, and we are using perforators of our own
on the others, largely due to my friend Mr. Fraser, who
designed them. With regard to the question of alphabets,

we had brought to us in 1901 by Mr. Donald Murray a

3-unit alphabet which is very ingenious ; it works out at

about 33 units per letter, taking the word spaces into

consideration. The advantage in the matter of speed,

therefore, in changing from our present system, which is

the universal conventional alphabet, to the new one, would

be very small
;

it would not justify any change. Supposing,

however, the gain anticipated were considerable, both the

5-unit and the 3-unit alphabets are unreadable at the

distant end of a long cable, and the question of being able

to read the signal that is coming in to operate the printing

mechanism is of absolute importance to us
;
we cannot do

without it. On land lines one can be fairly certain that

whatever is put in at the sending end of the line will be

received in identical form at the other end of the line, but

on a long ocean cable there are deformations, distortions,

disturbances, etc., and with all the delicate cable relays and

apparatus of that kind we must have people on the watch

looking at the record as it comes in and diagnosing any

deviations from the normal, so that they may be rectified

before they cause a breakdown. The question of the
“ readability ” of these signals is a sine qua non with us. It

is a thing fhat does not occur in land-line telegraphy.

We shall continue to extend the use of the receiving

perforators, as we call them, and of the -printers all over

the service if we can only get time. We are extending

it now, and shou d have got a great deal further if it had

not been for the war, which has delayed the delivery of

^apparatus.

Mr. Donald Murray : This paper is of special interest to Mr.

me because I have requently urged upon the author the
Murray-

importance of publishing more freely the results of his

research work in connection with the development of

printing telegraphy. The paper seems to me to outline

the possibilities in connection with printing telegraphy

;

that is to say, it shows in a general way the limitations

within which printing-telegraph inventors must work and

the means at their disposal. There are books showing all

the known mechanical movements, and this paper gives in

a generalized form practically all the known movements of

printing telegraphy. It is a compendium of the stock-in-

trade «f the printing-telegraph inventor, and with the

author’s paper before him any competent engineer can

now design a printing telegraph. The inventive stage is

nearly over. The mystery is gone and printing telegraphy

has become one of the exact arts. There is only one

portion of the subject left for some future paper, and that

is the means and methods and mechanisms that will be

employed for linking up the individual circuits of the great

printing-telegraph networks that are spreading all over

civilized countries. The author has made some brief

reference to this subject at the end of- his paper ; but

there is a great deal more to be said and done and invented
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the signals themselves. Quite independently of me then

Siemens automatic system adopted the same plan att^

later date, and Picard developed the idea in a verjjj

ingenious way, adding the improved arrangement shown!

in Fig. 83. Picard’s plan is strangely like the device subset

quently invented by Rainey, shown in Fig. 85, and Picard’s.;

device was probably the inspiration also for Fig. 84^5

Picard's rectification arrangement shown in Fig. 86 bears-

curious analogies to the subsequently developed pla^

shown in Fig. 87. These Picard inventions are the more?

interesting because in British patent 9666/1914 by Dixonj

of the Western Electric Company, the first claim is forai

system of synchronism in which the polarity of the current:

in the line is changed at the distributor during the rotation

of the latter, irrespective of whether signals are being sent-

or not. That is exactly what the Picard system has been;

doing for years. It is true that the claim refers to thej

“ speed ” of the distributor being corrected. If the claim’

before a comprehensive paper on printing-telegraph net-

works can be written. Some idea of what such networks

will be like may be obtained by inspection of Figs. 8 and 9

in Mr. Beard's recent paper* on “The Design of High-

pressure Distribution Systems.” It is curious to note how

many of the devices described by the author date back

further than is generally supposed. Taking one or two

such items, I was assured by an inventor of a keyboard

perforator that the selecting device shown at E in Fig. 21

was ' 1 new in the art.” The author, however, finds that it

was used before in type-composing machines. Printing-

telegraph translators are quite remarkable in this respect

of dating back, and the lion’s share of credit in this depart-

ment seems to be due to Baudot. Many inventors have

availed themselves of the permutation bars shown in

Fig. 25. They have been and remain a favourite device

with me, but I did not know that Baudot had employed

them. Also I did not know that Baudot had tried the

sir.

Murray

Fig. A.—Ring transmitter.

is interpreted in this narrow sense as being confined to

distributors with speed correction, it may pass, because

Picard uses the superior method of clock-hand correction;

and this does not entail speed correction ; but a broad

interpretation of the claim is certainly not justified by the

state of the art as explained in the author’s paper. The

Picard arrangement is free to all to use, and cannot be

monopolized by any subsequent inventor. Another subjec;

of special interest to me is the question of metal-pin sto^j

age transmitters, which the author has illustrated in i

generalized form in Fig. 17. I did a good deal of expert

menting along this particular line for the British Pos

Office, and members may be interested in the photograpl

reproduced in Fig. A, which shows what I described a

the “ring transmitter" made for the British Post Offic

about nine years ago. The author’s description wi]

permutation-disc plan shown in Fig. 26 ;
and the similar

device illustrated in Fig. 28 is identical in all essential

respects with the arrangement employed by the Western

Electric Company. The early electrical translator of Baudot

(Fig. 24) is also of special interest inrtsw of its- recent

use in the Siemens automatic system. The illustration of

the Kirk Himrod overlap device in Fig. 64, likewise since

adopted in the Siemens automatic system, reminds me that

I saw the Himrod printing telegraph in New York about

15 years ago. It was beautifully made, and it had a trans-

mitter that stored up three or four letters, thus giving a

certain degree of freedom of the keyboard, but it used

positive, negative, and zero units for signalling, and that

was fatal. Printing-telegraph inventors know better now.

Another example of how great minds think alike is to be

found in the device for correction of synchronism from

the signals themselves. I suggested in 1903 the use of the

idle signal for a multiplex system synchronizing from

- V- * See pp. 134 and 136.
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I used small levers or “leaves" capable of being set in

Hurray- one of two positions. Setting of the leaves in the letter

blocks takes place by means of the keyboard on the right,

and the transmitting mechanism is on the left. One great

drawback to these metal-pin transmitters is that although

they are cadence-free they are not speed-free. The keys can

be struck freely but not rapidly, nothing like so rapidly as

in keyboard tape-perforators. My experience is that they

are not suitable for busy multiplex circuits, and my im-

pression is that there is a good field for them on minor

circuits where the pressure of traffic is not so great as

to demand rapid operation on the keyboard. Such

machines have the curious capacity of acting as what

I may describe as “ channel repeaters.” They can re-

transmit from any one channel of a multiplex circuit into any

other channel of another multiplex circuit. This facility may

prove valuable in future years. They can also be arranged

to retransmit Morse cable signals at ocean-cable stations

in such a way that perfect signals are retransmitted from

imperfect signals. One of the disheartening features about

printing telegraphy is the extreme slowness in getting* such

apparatus established in commercial use. Perhaps the

most remarkable instance of this inertia is the neglect

for long vears to employ the phonic wheel motor and

vibrator to drive the Baudot distributor and printers. All

the arguments are in favour of this arrangement, but it

has lain neglected for more than 20 years. At last, how-

ever, thanks to my employment and persistent recom-

mendation of them, the phonic wheel and vibrator are

coming into their own for multiplex work. Another

curious illustration of the difficulties with which printing-

telegraph inventors have to contend is supplied by the

history of automatically alternating transmission of

messages. I suggested this arrangement in a con-

fidential paper in 1903, and Mr. John Gell also hit upon

the same idea independently of me, patented it, and

applied it to Wheatstone working. Mr. Gell has been

working for several years to get it into use, but up to

the present it has not secured a permanent footing. I

have arranged terms with Mr. Gell under his patents for

using it with the Murray multiplex, and I have repeatedly

urged its value during the past two years, but so far with

little effect. It enables each of two typists to transmit, say,

60 messages an hour to one printer, printing, say, 120

messages an hour, thereby raising the operator average

from 60 to 80 messages an hour. It is unquestionably

valuable, and will no doubt be used after Mr. Gell and

I have passed on to the inventor’s heaven where all

inventions are adopted at once and huge royalties are

paid to the inventors.

Mr. Mr. E. Raymond-Barker : In submitting this pa^r the

Bjrte"
d author has given submarine-cable authorities and their en-

gineers a lead which I venture to hope they will see their

way to follow, once the present war -tension is at an end.

The present-day electrical departments of the leading cable

- companies teem with interesting data and new departures

and could provide first-rate material for an occasional tele-

graph paper.. With regard to Fig. 13, may I suggest that

the author would make his comparison all the more com-

plete were he to add a graph of what is generally known

as the “cable code.” He will find that, taking the word
“ London ” as he has done, the cable code, with equal-

time-value dots and dashes, will give him 49 units as. com-

pared with 69 on Morse.* Apart from the future of 5-unit Mr. ^
code telegraphy on high K R cables—a matter regarding Barker,

which I seek information—apart, also, from the special

information we have heard this evening from Mr. Judd, it

is probable that, on the majority of high K R lines, cable

code will hold its own against any form of Morse, ex-

cepting, perhaps, Morse worked on Picard’s perfectly

self-neutralizing system of inverse-current momentary

impulses. It is clear, too, that Picard transmission may

be applied to cable-code purposes. The late Mr. John

Gott’s 2-power inverse-current system of transmission, also

Colonel Squier’s sine-wave alternating-current system, using

three amplitudes, are both based on the cable code. As

regards type-printing telegraphs on high K R cables, as far

back as 1898 Picard, whose Baudot work on the French

Government Mediterranean cables has been mentioned by

the author, made the following claims for his momentary-

impulse inverse-current transmission, which I will read

from his specification : + “ Even the Baudot instrument,

at a reduced speed compatible with the length of the

cable, could be used between, say, Paris and New York,

with relays at the land ends. ... In these conditions the

efficiencv of the Baudot . . . will certainly not be less

c kidic

1,000? rood" 1,000“

than that of the siphon-recorder." On page 362 the

author' very pertinently refers to a certain working

^eed as being too high if the maintenance cost is to

be kept down to a certain figure. This is a point only

too frequently ignored by the non-technical, would-be

reformer. The author emphasizes another just contention

when, on page 363, he recommends moderate-speed difect

printing on several Baudot sets over one cable, as shown

in Fig. '105. This method of working he compares favour-

ably with that involving the use of some high-speed system

with all traffic confined to one set of instruments. In a

word, the author shows that, for practical traffic facilities,

several low-speed sets on a given telegraph line are more

useful than- one high-speed set. I am very glad that

Heurtle/s magnifier and Orling’s jet relay and magnifier

have been -mentioned fn the paper, as most remarkable

results have been obtained in this direction. On page 363

* In this same example the use of the cable code with Colonel

Squier’s unbroken alternations would give a graph total of 24 units.

This low figure is due to the space economy inherent to Colonel Squier s

transmission in which there is no space waste between contact units,

but only to the extent of one space unit between letters, and two units

between words.

f British Patent, No. 2382/1898.
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Mr. Preece. could be served by a Wheatstone set which included key-

board perforators and typewriters for transcribing. The
staffs in these two cases per shift would be :—For the

Baudot, two operators and two receiving clerks at each
.

station, i.e. eight men ;
for the Wheatstone, three operators

at each station, one for the perforator which is known
to be able to perforate at the rate of over 70 words per

minute, and say two typists, each of whom could

certainly transcribe at the rate of 25 words per minute,

probably a good deal more. Thus there would be a

saving in staff of at least two per circuit in favour

of the Wheatstone, which apparatus also requires less

maintenance and is simpler and less expensive. One
attendant per set would be required in each case. It

;

would thus seem that, for circuits connecting two centres,
i

the multiplex cannot compete with the Wheatstone, if
j

the later is coupled with mechanical labour-saving
j

apparatus. Where, however, circuits branch off the main
j

line to other places, and carry a moderate amount of 1

traffic, the multiplex may possibly have the advantage. '

Major Booth stated that London and Birmingham are

connected by two duplex sextuple Baudot circuits. These
j

circuits would therefore carry a maximum of 360 words in
j

each direction, i.e. 720 words per minute in all. The staff
'

required would probably be two attendants, 12 operators,
;

and 12 gummers in each station, or a total of 52 persons.
'

Now if the Creed-Wheatstone were employed, and du-
;

plexed, at least 800 words per minute could be transmitted i

over the two circuits, using four receivers, as a maximum, i

and the staff, for 720 words maximum, would consist of not

more than four attendants, S keyboard operators, and say

8 gummers per station, or a total of 40 persons as against

52, that is to say a saving of 12 persons per shift in favour

of the Wheatstone. Another point which has consider-

able influence on colonial engineers in favouring the

Wheatstone apparatus is due to the fact that the distances

in the Dominions between main centres are usually great,

and a breakdown of the line may necessitate a long delay.

Now if multiplex is used, the messages are received and

stored up until the line is again through. Then the trans-

mission must progress at the normal speed, and the time

lost cannot be regained. If, however, the Wheatstone

is used, these messages during the wait are all perforated

on tape. Then, immediately the line is repaired, the whole

batch of messages can be transmitted at the highest

possible speed to their destination. Also, as all the per-

forating has been done, the whole staff can be employed

in transcribing the messages as they arrive, and often an

appreciable portion of the time lost by the breakdown

is actually saved in the delivery of the messages. ,

Mr. Geil. Mr. J. Gell (
communicated) : In the discussion, r#erence

has been made to an automatic switch that I have invented.

By means of this apparatus a number of operators may be

engaged perforating slip for high-speed transmission, and

each in turn is given possession of the line whilst one

message is sent forward; The switching system is so

controlled that extra long messages, or unequal abilities

amongst the operators, do not detrimentally affect the

traffic. The control is so flexible that the number of

operators engaged is in keeping with the volume of traffic

for the time being. The system enables the usual operator

in charge of the transmitter to be dispensed with ; the line

time is saved by the elimination of the blank slip at the

commencement and ending of batches ; each messag4‘f$S

sent independently and is not held up whilst the otheriM
are being perforated. The time of the perforating operator
is saved, because there is

.
no necessity to start and ter«|!

minate each batch of messages, or to snake up the tape!*

etc., and send it to the transmitter clerk. In connections

with this switch I think it only right to mention the assisHI

ance that was rendered to me by the British telegraphy

authorities. Engineers were sent from London to Glasgow®
and Liverpool to supervise the installation and testing ofjj

the switches. They took as much interest in the succe^
of the switch as though it were their own, and the conM
sideration they manifested towards me is typical of the|

courtesies I have received from the different sections cia

the department. Through the knowledge I obtained 'at?

this test I was enabled to perfect the switch and make, itj

absolutely reliable. It is considered that this switch will*

be of value in connection with modern printing-telegrapjH

systems. With reference to printing-telegraph systems*

generally, I am of the opinion that one uniform type o£|

apparatus will not be adopted, even in any one country!

The conditions of traffic vary so greatly on different*

circuits that whilst it will pay to put a relatively expensiv^

high-speed system between two large cities, on the other

hand the traffic on another circuit will only justify a s

outlay. The main object to be aimed at is to reduce a

far as possible the number of different kinds of instru-f

ments, and endeavour to utilize those which for high-spef

and low-speed circuits can be handled by similarly trainei

operators, so as to ensure as far as possible full flexibili

in regulating the staff to the traffic.

Mr. F. G. Creed
(
communicated) : I shall confine m;»<

remarks to the author’s conclusions in the last two pagesofc

the paper. He says the last few years have seen the triun

phant advance of the 5-unit equal-letter alphabet. In thi

I think he is mistaken. As Sir William Slingo has alread

pointed out, the advance made in connection with thj

5-unit alphabet has been rather in the nature of refinemen

in methods and apparatus than in the general introduction

of apparatus based on that alphabet. In fact, when on

considers how well established the 5-unit apparatus wa

five years ago, it is rather remarkable that the use of sue

apparatus has not been much more widely extended in th

Succeeding period, during which it has been very pel

sistently pressed upon the attention of the telegraph world

The increased use of the 5-unit apparatus in Great Britaii

for instance, during the last five years has been trifling

and cannot compare with that made in the last
;
twg

years by printing telegraphs based on the Morse coda

Very much more traffic is handled to-day in the United

Kingdom by Morse code printers than by all the 5-um|

telegraphs together. The author fear's that the use of the

Morse code for high-capacity printing telegraphs involve^

delicately constructed machines at both ends of the linej

and all tEe complexity imposed by the necessity for* difi

ferential feed devices. This, he thinks, involves high first

cost, and, though no information is available, the main-

tenance must be heavy also. On this point I am able

to give some first-hand information, The extra first cost

due to the differential feed in the Morse code printer, witK

which I am familiar, does not exceed 5 per cent pei

printer, and when made * in bulk would not’ perhaps

exceed 2f per cent. The cost of maintenance, inclw|
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mg the attendance of a mechanic, does not amount to

5 per cent per annum. The author says that the maximum
speed would not be more than about 150 words per minute.

As to maximum possible speed, I may mention that a line-

speed of 165 to 170 words per minute has been maintained

as the normal working speed of the Morse-code printing

system used by the Glasgow Herald between its Fleet-

street offices and Glasgow (400 miles) since the installation

of the apparatus two years ago. Although handling up to

80,000 words per night, they have never, as far as I am
aware, suffered any interruption or breakdown of the

system, and this fact will perhaps be the best assurance

that the author’s fears about the delicacy and complexity

of the apparatus are unfounded. The author believes that

high-capacity systems with a low speed per printer unit

can be of more robust construction than high - speed

printers. Although more of them will be required to

do the given work, they can be manufactured more

cheaply, owing to their simpler and stronger construc-

tion. I am not by any means convinced, however,,

that four low-speed printers can be manufactured or

maintained as cheaply as one fast one. Moreover,

the 5-unit system requires not only the printers

but the expensive and delicate distributor and control
j

mechanism. In this connection also we must not fail to
j

take into account the difficulty and expense of handling
j

the j-unit alphabet at repeating stations, a difficulty that

is not experienced with Morse printers. Sir William

Slingo very justly pointed out that the method of com-

paring the various codes suggested in Fig. 13 is quite

erroneous. An alphabet is faster or slower, not because

its unit is smaller or greater with relation to its average

letter than the unit of another alphabet, but because it

can be telegraphed more quickly or more slowly by means
of the instruments in connection with which it is used.

Mr. Judd, in discussing the author’s suggestions with

regard to the application of the 5-unit alphabet to ocean

cables, mentioned that in the experience of the Eastern

Telegraph Company the land-line Morse and the cable-

Morse alphabets can be telegraphed over ocean cables

at practically the same speeds, although theoretically the

cable alphabet is about one-third shorter than the land-

line Morse. In stating this fact, Mr. Judd very neatly

exposed the underlying fallacy of the favourite argument

employed by the advocates of the 5-unit alphabet. The
fact is that at the root of all the controversy between

the advocates of the 3-unit alphabet and the Morse lies

the failure to recognize certain essential factors which
do not appear upon the surface. There are several very

good and sound reasons why the 5-u alphabet does not

and never can equal the Morse for printing telegraphs.

With some of these reasons I made myself acquainted years

ago when I decided to give my allegiance to the'Morse.

I hope to explain them fully in a paper at some future,

time. Meanwhile I will content myself with pointing out

that, in spite of all the arguments which go to prove that

the contrary should happen, the Morse code printer in this

country has obtained better results than the 5-unif code in

every case where it has been permitted to compete with it on
equal terms. By way of indicating some of the difficulties

which have still to be overcome with the 5-unit system,

may I suggest a few questions arising out of the actual

working of the various systems in the United Kingdom?

Vol. 54. y- i

(1) Why is the Baudot sextuple duplex confined to the Mr. Creed,

short and easy underground loop between London and
Birmingham ?

(2) Why is the Western Union multiplex, with its

apparently enormous capacity for work, installed between
Manchester and London instead of upon the much heavier

London-Glasgow circuits ?

(3) Why are all the 5-unit printing telegraphs confined

exclusively to underground loops instead of overhead

wires, although the Morse printer is used on overhead

or underground wires, long or short, with perfect in-

difference ?

(4) Why are all 5-unit machines shut down at night, and
why is the Morse code printer the only one that is opened
at night to cope with any unusual pressure of traffic or. to

distribute news ?

(5) Why are Morse wires, apparatus, and staff usually

kept in reserve in connection with circuits worked by the

5-unit systems ?

(6) Why does it take so long, sometimes several hours,

to change 5-unit systems, especially when duplexed, from
one line to another in case of interruption ?

(7) Why are no news circuits in this country worked by
5-unit apparatus ?

(8) Why have the majority of the provincial newspapers

using private wires adopted the Morse code printer for

their work instead of one of the 5-unit systems, which
are claimed to be less costly and which have been much
longer in the field?

(9) Why does the Western Union Telegraph Company
employ a Morse code printer on its most difficult and valu-

able land circuit (between its New York office and the

cable ends in Nova Scotia) ? This Company claims to have

developed the best of all the 5-unit systems and to have

had it in daily use for about two years.

These are questions that call for an answer, and they will

find their answer in the hidden and neglected factors to

which I have alluded.

The President : Before asking the meeting to give a The

vote of thanks to the author, I should like to say a few Prc5ld'nt-

words. This paper, containing two illustrations per page,

is one ^f the most exhaustive that we have ever published.

In a time of war, when we have to be economical, we
must of course only publish papers of the highest merit,

and we decided, at considerable expense, to print this

paper. I do not think we have ever received one better

put together or more beautifully illustrated.

Mr. H. H. Harrison (in reply) : The preparation of the 'Mr.

paper has been very largely a labour of love, and carried
Harri30n -

with it, therefore, its own reward. The appreciation

it has met with to-night is, however, none the less

welcome.

Sir William Slingo asks why I did not refer to the

photographic printer. Type printers employing photo-

graphic means for recording have been proposed from

time to time, and Ader replaced the siphon recorder on

the Mediterranean cables by a photographic recorder of

the Einthoven string-galvanometer type, but as far as I am A
aware all such apparatus has long since disappeared. The
developing, fixing, and drying plants incidental to photo-

graphic printers take up space, and the extra processes

involved must, I think, be regarded as objectionable. The
idea of photographically recording signals is very attrac-
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The Morkrum Telegraph Printers

Tape Transmission

The intent of this bulletin is to present the theory of the

transmission and reception of signals in the operation of the

Morkrum Telegraph Printers, and to show the sequence of

operations. A careful study of the following diagrams and

the accompanying explanations will greatly facilitate the work
of handling the printers.

In the Morkrum tape system, a message which is to be

transmitted is first prepared on a perforated tape by means of

a keyboard perforator. The message is then automatically

transmitted over the line by means of this tape, and is received

directly on a page printer.

r/aUBEs: -<a>:$3'5S&£8' C ) 7*90

Figure 1—Morkrum Code

The tape perforator has a keyboard similar to that of a

standard typewriter. There are six rows of holes in the tape.

The continuous row is used to feed the tape in the transmitter.

The letters and signals are formed by different combinations

of holes in the five remaining rows, which are placed two in

front of and three behind the feed row. The arrangement of

the holes in these five rows controls the polarity of the five se-

lective impulses which are sent over the line for every signal.

3
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There are five contact pins which rest on the tape, one for

each row of holes. These contact pins operate relay pole

changers, the tongues of which are connected to five of the

buttons on the transmitter disc. The position of each relay

pole changer will determine which pole of the local battery

will be connected to the corresponding button on the transmit-

ter disc. Therefore, as the transmitter brush revolves, it will

send through the coils of the main line pole changer a series

of impulses, the polarity of which is determined by the setting

of the relay pole changers. The setting of the relay pole

changers will, of course, depend upon the arrangement of the

holes in the tape.

In addition to the five buttons on the transmitter disc,

which are used for sending out the selective signals, there are

two buttons which send out the synchronizing pulses, one con-

nected permanently to the negative and the other to the posi-

tive pole of the local battery. There is also one button con-

nected to the tongue of the break key which operates the lamp

signal at the distant end. The polarity of the impulses sent

out from the buttons will determine to which side the arma-

ture of the main line pole changer will be moved and which

pole of the main line battery will be sent to the line.

Figure 3—Direct Distributor Transmitting Circuits

The direct type of distributor is equipped with an auto-

matic stopping device which allows the tape to be fed directly

from the perforator into the distributor. The tape passes

around a lever which is so arranged that when the tape draws
tight, it will open a contact. The opening of this contact dis-

engages the clutch which drives the tape feed wheel and so

prevents the tape from being torn when the operator does not
keep up with the distributor. "When the clutch is disengaged
and the drive shaft comes to rest, the cut-out cam which is on
the drive shaft closes a contact which operates a cut-out relay.

This relay switches the negative contacts of the five relay pole

changers to positive so that during the interval that the dis-

tributor is stopped, all positive pulses are sent out. The trans-

mitter brush, of course, continues to rotate and to send out the

synchronizing pulses but, as stated before, the five impulses
are all transmitted positive during the interval while the auto-

matic stop is operated.

Printers for use with the direct distributor are arranged so

that the all-positive signal will not affect them, the shift release

signal being arranged to operate in conjunction with the space

signal.

4 5



t the receiving station there are five lock relays which are
connected to the buttons of the receiver disc. By operating
different combinations of these locks the printer is made to
perform its various functions.

The tongue of the mam line relay is connected to the local
battery and its marking contact is connected ij the receiver
brush. Therefore, when negative or marking impulses are re-
ceived by the main line relay the locks will be operated; but
if positive or spacing impulses are received, the local battery
will be disconnected from the receiver brush and the locks
will not be operated.

When there is no tape in the transmitter all the five pin
contacts are closed, hence all the relay pole changers will send
out positive pulses to the coils of the main line pole changer
which will send out to the line positive or spacing current!
This will move the main line relay armature at the distant
end of its spacing contact. Since the receiver brush is con-
nected to the marking contact of the main line relay, none
of the locks will be operated. If a piece of tape, in ’which
there are no holes except feed holes punched, is put into the
transmitter, all of the pin contacts will be opened and the re-
lay, pole changers will send out negative or marking pulses
and the armature of the main line relay at the distant end
will be against its marking contact, and the battery will be
connected to the receiver brush. Therefore, all the locks will
be operated.

It will be seen from this that whenever the tape is left
intact, negative impulses are transmitted to the line and the
locks at the receiving station will be operated. Wherever the
tape is perforated, positive impulses will be transmitted to the
line and the corresponding locks will not be operated. In this
manner the perforations of the tape determine the combina-
tions of the locks to be operated, which in turn control the
printer actions.

The signal lamp relay is operated in the same manner as
the five lock relays. At the transmitting end the tongue of
the break key is connected to a button on the transmitter disc
and normally sends out positive pulses. If the key is de-
pressed, negative pulses are sent out and the lamp relay will
be operated and light the lamp.
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Figure 5—Tape and Line Signal
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Figure 5 shows the line signals for the word “THE.” The
transmitter brush makes one revolution for every letter sent
out and the tape feed wheel is geared so it will advance the
tape one feed hole for every revolution. The diagram shows
the holes punched in the tape for the word “THE,” the po-
larity of the segments of the disc, and also the signals sent
out by the mam line pole changer. It will be noticed that
where impulses of the same polarity follow one another the
mam line pole changer joins them into a continuous current in
that direction.

6
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Figure 6—Main Line Relay and Receiver Disc

Figure 6 shows the operation of the main line relay in re-

ceiving the word “THE.” As the receiver brush is connected
to the marking contact of the main line relay, only negative
pulses will close the circuit from the local battery to the re-

ceiver brush. The negative portions of the received signal

are therefore shown in solid lines and the positive portions in

dotted lines. In the letter “T” the third and fifth impulses
are negative. Therefore, the main line relay armature will be
against its marking contact when the brush passes the third

and fifth buttons of the receiver disc and will operate the
third and fifth locks. The main line relay armature is always
against the marking contact when the receiver brush passes

the restoring button, owing to the corresponding button on
the transmitter disc being permanently connected to negative.

It is apparent that the brushes of the transmitter and of the

receiver must be over corresponding buttons at the same in-

stant. To accomplish this, means are provided for keeping
them in unison.

In order to maintain proper relation between the trans-

mitting brush at the home end and the receiving brush at the

distant end, the receiver shaft is geared to run slightly faster

than the transmitter shaft and the correcting mechanism re-

tards the receiver brush every time it gets slightly ahead of

the transmitter brush at the other end.

i

i

T&A VJ DISC.

Figure 7—Synchronizing Circuits

The transmitter disc sends out every revolution a negative

pulse followed by a positive pulse. These pulses actuate the

main-line relay at the far end. The marking contact of the

main-line relay, besides connecting to the brush of the receiver

disc, also connects to a contact operated by a cam on the re-

ceiver shaft and through this contact to the coils of the cor-

recting magnet. If the receiver brush and the transmitter

brush are running exactly in step, the relation of the cam
contact to the receiver brush is such that when the marking
pulse is received by the main-line relay the cam contact will

just be on the point of closing and connecting in the cor-

recting magnet, but it will not close quite soon enough. The
receiver brush is geared to run a little faster than the trans-

mitter brush at the other end. Therefore, a time will come
when the receiver brush is enough ahead of the transmit-

ter brush at the other end for the cam contact to close at

the same time that the marking pulse is being received by the

main-line relay. When this happens the correcting magnet
will operate and will interpose a pin in the path of the re-

volving star wheel on the main shaft, which will, through a

system of gears, shift the position of the receiver brush slightly

back. In this way the position of the receiver brush is cor-

rected every time it gets ahead of the transmitter brush at

the other end. This correction is, of course, very .slight.

.8
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Referring to Figure 7 ;
the five contact pins are connected

to the local battery and the contact points are connected to

the coils of the relay pole changers.

When speaking of front and back contacts of relays it is

understood that the front contact is the one agaiD-t which the

tongue is held when the relay is operated. The back con-

tact is the one against which the tongue lies when the relay

is unoperated.

The back contacts of the relay pole changers are connected

to the negative pole of the local battery through the coil “D,”
the purpose of which is to prevent a short circuit in the local

battery through the points of the relay pole changers. The
front contacts are connected to the positive pole of the local

battery.

When the transmitter brush is on the top button, there is

a circuit from the negative pole of the local battery through

coil “D,” through the coils of the main line pole changer,

thence through coil “C” to the positive pole of the local bat-

tery. This current will move the armature of the main line

pole changer to the left and will send out negative current to

the line.

When the brush is upon the next button in the direction

of rotation, the circuit is from the positive pole of the local

battery through the coils of the main line pole changer, thence

through coils “B” and “A” to the negative pole of the bat-

tery. Since the current is flowing through the coils of the

main line pole changer in the opposite direction, the arma-

ture will move to the opposite side and will send out positive

current to the line.

The circuit from the tongue of the pole changer passes

through the three-point switch of the pole changer key, through

the ground switch to the mil-ammeter. From this point the

current divides, passing through the differential windings of

the mil-ammeter and main line relay to the main and arti-

ficial lines.

The three-point switch on the pole changer key is used to

disconnect the printer pole changer and connect the Morse

key to the line.

12

Figure 9—Motor Governor Circuits

The motor which drives the shafts must maintain a constant

speed, so it is equipped with a fly-wheel and governor. There

is a 125-ohm resistance unit in series with the motor to reduce

the current. The governor is of the fly-ball type. When re-

volving, the pull of the governor weights tends to open the

governor contacts. The speed at which the contacts are

opened is determined by the position of the adjusting screws.

The circuit from the local battery to the motor passes through

the contact points of the governor and there is a 500-ohm re-

sistance unit bridged across these contacts. When the governor

contacts are opened the 500-ohm resistance is put in • series

with the motor, which immediately slows down. The slowing

down of the motor allows the contacts to again come together,

cutting out the 500 ohms. The motor speed will then increase,

and cause the contacts to open again. Thus it will be seen

that the speed will be kept constant by the opening and clos-

ing of the governor contacts. If the speed tends to increase,

the contacts will be held open longer. If it tends to decrease,

the contacts will be held closed longer. This allows a wide

variation of voltage, and also changes of load, without a

change in the speed.

13



Figure 10—Operating Circuits of Main Line Relay and Printer Relay

The main line relay armature is controlled by the trans-

mission from the distant end. Instead of receiving the sig-

nals direct from the main line relay, the main line relay is

made to operate a printer relay whose armature opens and

closes a circuit from the battery to the receiver brush. When
the main line relay receives a negative or marking signal from

the distant end, the printer relay closes the battery circuit to

the receiver brush. When the main line relay receives a posi-

tive or spacing signal, the printer relay will open this circuit.

14
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There are seven buttons on the receiver disc. The large

button is the restoring button. The next button in direction of

rotation is connected to the relay which controls the signal

lamp, the next five buttons in order are connected to lock relays

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the lock bank.

The different letters and signals on the printer are made

by operating different combinations of the five locks. It will

be seen from the diagram that the tongue of each lock relay

is connected to its own coil and the front contact is connected

to the battery through the contacts of the selector break relay.

When a lock relay operates, the battery from 'the contact

flows through its own coil and locks the relay in operated po-

sition until the selector break opens, cutting off the battery.

Lock five is locked with battery through the main break in the

printer so in case it is operated it is held locked until the

main break opens. The lamp signal relay is operated in the

same manner as the lock relays. If the distant end is sending

out marking current when the receiver brush is on the lamp

button the lamp relay is operated and will lock battery from

the selector break to the signal lamp which will remain lighted

until the selector break opens.
r'^ ’
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The lock relays in the bank are connected to the corre-

sponding plate relays in the printer through the contacts of
the divide with the exception of the fifth which goes direct

to P-5 in the printer. When the divide relay is operated and
all its contacts opened the printer is cut off entirely from the
first four lock relays. This is done in order to allow the bank
to pick up the next combination over the line and store it

until the printer has completed the operations of rotating and
striking or any of its other various functions.

Since the lock relays control the printer actions, we will

consider first how the different combinations are set up in the
bank.

.

Tracing the operations which take place while a combina-
tion is being selected. Starting with the brush on the first

button, if the transmitter at the far end is sending out negative
current the printer relay will close the circuit from battery
to the receiver brush, then through the first button on the disc,

and from there to the magnet of the first lock relay. This
magnet will pull over the armature of the relay and lock itself

in operated position as described above. If the transmitter at

the distant end is sending out positive current the printer relay
will open the battery circuit to the receiver brush and the first

lock will be left unoperated.

The receiver brush will now pass to the second button. If

the transmitter at the distant end is now sending out negative
current the circuit from the battery to the receiver brush
and the second lock relay magnet will be closed and the relay

will be operated and will lock itself in. If the transmitter at

the distant end is sending out positive current the printer re-

lay will open the circuit from the battery to the receiver brush
and the second lock will be left unoperated. In this way,
tracing the circuits when the brush is on each button, it will

be seen that if the transmitter at the distant end is sending out
negative current the printer relay will close the circuit from the

battery to the receiver brush and the battery will flow through
the button to the lock relay magnet and operate the relay. If
the transmitter at the distant end is sending out positive cur-

rent the printer relay will open the circuit from the battery to

the receiver brush and no battery will flow into the lock relay

magnet and the relay will remain unoperated.

When the fifth interval is negative the fifth relay will be

operated and will lock itself in the same manner as the other
locks except that its locking current is supplied through the
main break in the printer instead of the selector break.

After leaving the fifth button the brush passes over the

restoring button. The circuit from the battery to the receiver

brush is always closed by the printer relay at this time due to

the fact that the button after the fifth in the transmitter disc

is permanently connected to negative.

One branch of the circuit for
. the restoring button passes

through the magnet of the selector break relay. When this

magnet is operated it opens the selector break and cuts off the

locking battery from the first four lock relays, restoring them
all to normal unoperated position. The fifth lock being locked

by main break battery does not restore until the operation of

the main break in the printer.

, \ Another branch of the circuit from the restoring button

J" ^ connects the battery to the divide relay magnet and drum
magnet in the printer through the right hand back contact and
double tongue of the divide relay.

16
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Having traced out the method of selecting a combination
in the lock bank we are now ready to consider the operation of

the printer, which is purely local.

The circuits of the printer will be more easily understood if

we first consider the mechanical actions of the printer in print-

ing a letter.

The typewheel must first be rotated to the proper letter

and then thrown forward against the paper to print.

There are two rotator magnets which turn the gear shaft

by means of a segment and pinion. The gear shaft is con-

nected to the typewheel by a pair of bevel gears and a univer-

sal joint. The typewheel is stopped opposite the different let-

ters by means of the selector drum mechanism' as follows : On
the gear shaft, in front of the selector drum, there is an index
lever. The drum contains a number of stop pins and there are

four interference plates between it and the index lever.

These interference plates are controlled by the plate relay

solenoids, which are in turn controlled by the first four locks

in the lock bank. In any ' setting they will allow two of the

pins to pass through them when the drum is operated owing
to the holes in all the plates being lined up opposite these par-

ticular pins. The gear shaft will rotate either to the right

or left according to which rotator magnet is operated, and
will rotate until the index lever strikes a stop pin. This will

bring the letter on the typewheel corresponding to the pin,

directly in front. The striker magnet is then operated and
throws the typewheel against the paper and prints the letter.

Considering now the electrical circuits by means of which
this succession of operations is accomplished.

PI-site: P YS.

Figure 14—Arrangement of Distributing Relays in Printer
(Looking at the Printer from the Back)

At the left end there is a bracket on which are mounted
eight relays. The lower four of these, in addition to control-

ling the distributing circuit, operate the solenoids which con-

trol the plates on the selector drum.

The two relays on the left of the upper row are the relays

that are operated by the fifth lock. The magnets of these two
relays are in series so they act as a single relay. They are

designated as P-5.

Figure 15—Plate Relay Locking Circuit

The plate relays lock themselves operated in the same man-
ner as the lock relays. Their left hand front contacts are con-

nected to battery through the main break and the left hand

(
' tongues are connected to their own coils so that when a relay is

operated battery from the contact flows into the coil and it is

held operated until the battery is cut off by opening-the- main
break.

18
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Figure 16—Distributing Circuit

The remaining tongues and contacts of P 1, 2, 3 and 4 and
the four left hand tongues and contacts of P-5 make up the

distributing circuit which determines what path the current in

the printer shall take and what magnets shall be operated. In

the case of letters being printed the path of the current leads

through one of the rotator magnets which revolve the type-

wheel. In case the lining or other signal is received the path

leads through the lining magnet or other manet to perform

the proper operation.

20

Figure 17—Distributing Circuit Set for Spacer Signal

For spacer signal the fourth plate relay is operated, so it

is shown with its tongues against its front contacts and the

path of the current from the drum switch through the

distributing circuit to the spacer magnet is indicated by heavy
lines.

Figure 18—Distributing Circuit Set for Letter “T”

P-3 and P-5 are operated, so they are shown with their

tongues against their front contacts, and the path of the cur-

rent from the drum switch through the distributing circuit,

to the right rotator is shown by heavy lines.

Following the circuits in detail. We have, starting from

the magnet of the first lock relay, a circuit which leads over

( to the magnet of the first plate relay in the printer through one

of the contacts on the divide relay. When the first plate relay

operates it locks itself in operated position as described above.

The reason for having the plate relay lock itself independ-

ent of the lock relay is on account of the fact that the lock

relay is restored to its normal position as soon as the receiver

brush passes over the restoring button, while the plate relay

must stay operated until the printer has finished printing the

( letter. This is also the reason for having the circuit from the

lock relay to the plate relay pass through the divide_so the

printer can be separated from the locks while it is completing

21



the printing operation and. the bank can go on with the selec-
tion of the next letter. As explained before, at the same time
the plate relays are setting their contacts, they are also oper-
ating the solenoids that set the interference plates in the proper
position to select the proper stop pin for the letter to be
printed. In a similar manner the connection is made from the
second lock through one of the divide contacts to the second
plate relay which also locks itself with battery from the main
break. The circuits for the first four lock relays are similar.
The circuit from the fifth lock does not pass through the di-
vide contacts but goes direct to the P-5 relay in the printer. It
is not necessary to separate the printer from the fifth lock
because the printing of a letter will be completed before the
receiver brush reaches the fifth button again.

When the receiver brush reaches the restoring button on the
receiver disc it will close a circuit from the battery to the
coil of the selector break relay which will open the battery
circuit of the lock relays and they will all restore ready for
the next combination. It will at the same time close a circuit
from the battery to the magnet of the divide and the drum
magnet in the printer through the back contact and the double
tongue of the divide relay. The divide relay will be operated
and lock itself in with battery from the main break through
its own front contact. Since the divide locks itself in with
main break battery it will remain operated until the printer has
completed its operation and the main break is opened.

When the drum operates, all the stop pins are pushed
against the plates and the two stop pins opposite the holes
lined up in the four plates pass through while the rest are
blocked. The operation of the drum also allows a small
switch, known as the drum switch, to close. The drum switch
connects the battery to the start of the distributing circuit,

which is the right hand tongue of the third plate relay. This
connection is through the double tongue and locking contact
of the divide relay and main break contacts.

The distributing circuit runs through the contacts of the
four plate relays and P-5, and determines which magnets in
the printer are to be operated. The different outlets for the
distributing circuit are on the front and back contacts of P-5
relay and connect to the various printer magnets such as the
rotators, shift magnet, lining magnet, etc.

22

For all letter combinations the distributing circuit will lead
to the left hand tongue of P-5. The left hand front and back
contacts of P-5 are connected respectively to the right and left
rotatop magnets. It will be seen from this how P-5 controls the
direction of rotation of the typewheel. If the fifth interval of
a letter is negative P-5 is operated and the path from the dis-
tributing circuit is through the upper contact to the right ro-
tator magnet. If the fifth interval is positive P-5 will not be
operated and consequently the tongues will lie against the
back contacts and the path of the current will be to the left
rotator.

When the print relay operates it connects the battery
through the spacer and striker magnets in series and prints the
letter. The circuit is as follows: From the ba«gry‘'drTrough
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the main break contacts, through the left hand front contact

and tongue of the print relay, through the spacer magnet, back

through the right hand tongue and front contact of the print

relay to the striker magnet. When the striker magnet oper-

ates, in addition to printing the letter it also, by means of a

lever on the striker shaft, opens the main break, thus dis-

connecting the battery from the plate relays and other printer

magnets that have been operated, restoring them to their nor-

mal position ready for the next letter.

The operation of the main break also allows the divide

relay to restore.

Figure 21—Print Relay Operating Circuit for Center Letter (D)

There is one letter, “D,” which requires no rotation as

it is located directly on the front of the typewheel. When the

combination for this letter is received the path of the current

through the distributing circuit leads to the contact point on

P-5 marked center letter and then through the center letter

resistance coil to the print relay magnet. The resistance coil

compensates for the resistance of the rotator magnet which

is not used. The print relay operates and connects battery to

the spacer and striker as for all other letters.

While the printer has been performing the operations of

printing the letter the bank has been picking up and storing

part of the next combination over the line and part of the lock

relays in the bank may have been operated. In this case as

soon as the divide relay armature drops back to unoperated

position and all the circuits from the locks to the plate relays

are again closed, those locks in the bank which are operated

will immediately operate the corresponding plate relays in the

printer.

Figure 22—Complete Selector Circuits and Printer

Circuits for Letters
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It is easier to understand these circuits when remembering
that there is a succession of operations. Each circuit is in
itself a simple series circuit which closes a contact to start the
next operation.

Reviewing the operation of the printer with this in mind,
the succession is as follows : The locks in the bank, which are
operated, set the corresponding plate relays in the printer.

When the receiver brush reaches the restoring button the
divide and the drum magnet in the printer are operated. The
drum magnet sets the stop pins in the selector and allows the
drum switch to close.

When the drum switch closes it connects battery through
the distributing circuit to one of the rotator magnets and the
print relay. The rotator magnet turns the typewheel to the
proper letter, the print relay connects the battery to the spacer
magnet and striker magnet, which prints the letter and at
the same time opens the main break and restores all the printer
relays and solenoids and the divide relay to normal position.

The print relay furnishes a slight interval of time between
the rotation and striking in order that the typewheel may fully

rotate before it strikes.

To make these operations more clear, we will trace the

complete selection of the letter “K” the combination for which
is 1 h Starting as before with the brush on the

first button. Since the first interval is negative the distant

transmitter will now be sending out negative current so

the printer relay will close the circuit from battery to the

receiver brush and from there through the button to the mag-
net: of the first plate relay. The relay will be operated and
will lock itself in as described before.

The receiver brush will now pass to the second button. The
transmitter at the distant end will now be sending out positive

current so the printer relay will open the circuit from bat-

tery to the receiver brush and the second lock relay will not

be operated. Passing now to the third button. The third in-

terval is negative so the printer relay will close the circuit

from battery to the receiver brush and the third lock relay

magnet. The relay will be operated and lock itself in. The
fourth interval of the letter is also negative so the fourth

lock will be operated and lock itself in. The fifth interval is

positive so the printer relay will open the battery circuit to

J
the receiver brush and the fifth lock will remain unoperated.

Since the third and fourth locks have been operated, the cor-

responding plate relays in the printer will also be operated,

and will have locked themselves in with battery from the main
break.

The brash will now pass to the restoring button and will

connect the battery to the magnet of the selector break, which
will open and cut off the battery from the first, third and
fourth locks, which were operated, so they will restore to nor-

mal position. The battery from the restoring button will

also operate the divide relay and the drum magnet in the

printer.

The drum will operate and the two stop pins, one of which
corresponds to the letter “K,” will come through the plates.

The drum switch will then close and connect the battery to

the start of the distributing circuit. Since the first, third and
fourth plate relays are operated the path through the distribut-

ing circuit will lead to the left hand tongue of P-5 and
since P-5 is not operated the path will be through the back

contact to the left rotator magnet and then through the print

relay magnet. The typewheel will be turned until the index

arm strikes the stop pin, which will bring the letter “K” di-

rectly in front. The print relay operates and connects the

battery to the spacer magnet and the striker magnet which

will print the letter and open the main break, clearing the

printer.

In the case of combinations other than letters the main

break is opened electrically. Directly below the main break is

a solenoid the plunger of which strikes the main break arma-

ture, opening the contact points.
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When the drum switch closes and connects battery to the

distributing circuit, the path of the current through the dis-

tributing circuit will lead to the contact on P-5, marked

“SPACE,” and through the Space magnet, the Release Relay

magnet and the Main Break Relay magnet in series.

With this arrangement, when the Space signal is received,

the Release Relay is also operated and restores the typewheel to

“Letters” position.

KfA/N BRK
HC3ISTANCL

\MAin BRK
|

RELAY

(operated)

x
x

BffCAK.

Figure 24—Main Break Relay Circuits

The main break relay will close a contact from battery

through the main break resistance coil and the main break

solenoid in series. The solenoid will open the main break con-

tacts and restore the printer magnets to normal position ready

for the next signal.

Figure 25—Lining Magnet Circuit

The operation of the lining signal is exactly similar to

that of the spacer. When the drum switch closes, the bat-

tery will be connected through the distributing circuit to the

contact of P-5 marked “LINING,” and through the lining

magnet and main break relay magnet in series. The main

break relay closes a contact which connects battery through

the main break resistance coil and solenoid in series. The sole-

noid opens the main break and restores the printer magnets

to normal. The object of having the main break relay operate

first and close the contact which operates the main break is

to give the spacer and lining magnets more time in which to

operate before the main break disconnects the battery from

them.

Figure 26—Shift Relay Operating Circuit

When the shift signal is received the drum switch connects

battery through the distributing circuit to the contact on P-5

marked “SHIFT,” thence to the shift magnet, through the

left-hand tongue and back contact of the shift relay.
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Figure 27—Shift Relay Locking Circuit

The shift relay operates and the right-hand tongue touches

its front contact which connects battery to the shift magnet

through the points of the release relay. This locks the relay in

operated position.

Figure 28—Shift Relay Operates Main Break

The left-hand tongue now touches its front contact and the

battery from the distributing circuit is diverted through the

main break resistance coil and solenoid which will open the

main break contacts and restore the printer magnets to normal

position, with exception of the shift magnet.

The opening of the main break does not restore the shift

relay since the locking circuit of the shift relay comes direct

from the battery through the contacts of the release relay. It

should be noted that the shift relay contacts are so adjusted

that the right-hand tongue makes contact and locks the mag-

net in before the left-hand tongue breaks the connection from

the distributing circuit, otherwise it would not lock in properly.

The typewheel will now be held in shifted position and will

print figures until it is released. When it is desired to print

letters again the space signal is sent.

p-s

When the distributor is running idle, or when the “RUB-
OUT” key is used, an all-positive signal is received by the

printer. This signal passes from the distributing circuit,

through the Main Break resistance and the Main Break, and

simply clears the printer without operating any of the func-

tions.

When the backing signal is received, the current passes

from the contact on P-5 marked “BACKING” through the

backing and release relay coils and main break solenoid in

series. This brings the carriage back to the beginning of the

line and lets the typewheel drop down to letters, if it be

shifted, and opens the main break which elear^tlre^ptlnter.
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Transmitting Translator Mechanism.
Receiving Translator Mechanism*
Translator Control.
Schematic of Differential Duplex
Terminal Set*

Printer Selecting Mechanism-
Printing Mechanism.
Printer Base Mechanism*
Spacing, Carriage Return and
Ribbon Feed Mechanism.

Printer Reset Mechanism.
Printer Type Basket Mechanism.
Printer Paper Feed Mechanism,
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TARULATING-MACHINE AND CARDS THEREFOR.

Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Allg. 6. 1918.

Application filed November 13. 1915. Serial No. 61.259.

3

To all 'rhon> it may concern:

Be it known that X. Robert Xeil M il-

mams, a citizen of the United States of

America, residing in London. Kngland. have

5 invented certain new and useful Improve-

ments in Tabulating-Machines and in Cards

Therefor, of which the following is a specifi-

cation.

This invention relates to improvements in

10 and relating to tabulating machines of the

tvpe in which a card is employed having

perforations representing various monetary

or other values or quantities, and which per-

forations control counting and printing

15 mechanism whereby the said values or quan-

tities are ascertained and translated into

printed figures and impressed upon a paper

or other sheet or band.
The present invention has for its object

20 to provide means whereby certain {terfora-

tions in the cards which represent the letters

of the alphabet may be translated into any

desired group of letters, the name of an in-

dividual for example, and translated into

25 printed characters.

In the cards commonly employed for the

machines under consideration there are pro-

vided a number of fields each representing

the various data of which the particulars'

30 are to be ascertained. According to the

present invention a field is provided de-

signed to represent the letters of the alpha-

bet. and which field is capable of accommo-
dating a number of columns of perforations

35 so as to provide for a number of letters com-

prising; for example, a name.
In order that the invention may be the

better understood drawings are appended in

which:--

40 Figure I is a plan of a card embodying the

present invention.

Fig. 2 is a side view of mechanism de-

signed to cooperate with eaid card.

Fig. 3 is a sectional vie-v showing the

45 cards in position in the machine and their

relation to the stop pins fo: the sectors.

Referring to the accompanying drawings.

a represents the ordinary card which >s of

standard size, and which ’card is divided into

50 the desired number of fields b representing

various data of which particulars are to be

ascertained, c indicates a field distinct from

the fields already referred to. and in which a

column of perforations may be formed, each

55 of such perforations representing a letter of

the alphabet. I prefer to employ what may
be termed a standard column, in which tiiere

can lie eleven perforations, the presence «f

a perforation in any one of nine position*

representing one of three letters of the al- 60

plnd*et. The remaining perforations above

referred to indicate which particular letter

of the three is intended. As an illustration,

starting from the top of the column, per-

forations in the various positions in the col- 65

limn represent successively the letters:

—

A .T S
B K T
C L U

70D M V
K N W
F O X
G P Y
H Q Z
I R - ‘ 5

2nd
3rd

the last of the column being utilized to rep-

resent a blank or hyphen. SO

In the illustration for tiie sake of clear-

ness the full number of i>erforatioii> are

shown, each lieing identified by the letters

it may represent. Sup|»>~ing :t is desired

to produce the name of an indiv idiial. Smith 85

for example, then such [icrforatioiis would
lie formed at point- in each column as would
represent the particular letters S. M. I. T. II.

for example a hole on the line A.TS plus a

hole at 3 in the first column, a hole on the 90

line DMV plus a hole at 2 in second col-

umn. a hole at IR -. without any further per-

foration in 3rd column, and so on. This ar-

rangement of letters is purely arbitrary and
any other arrangement limy 1 h> adopted. 95

By arranging the jierforatinn* in theman-
ner described it is possible to employ the

standard cards now ip use upon machines
nl.-o of standard construction.

While the application of the invention is 1 On

not limited to any particular type of ma-
chine. it may conveniently be applied to ma-
chines such as form the subject of British

Letters Patent Xo. 2 *',sop. of 1913. in which
case tlu-re ts provided a drum 1 arranged in l*’’

axial alinement with the roller 2 over which
the paper j

-

passes upon which the items

an- recorded. The drum l is spring driven

in one direction by means of a spiral spring
3 disposed therein, and it is so mounted as 1H
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v of tin- lit!-
1 of it- •-•-nn-r of rotation.

Tin- periphery of tin- drum E t- pro' i-!*<i

v. oh type 4. a hammer "> living provided

5 which in -triking the drum eau-es it to move
forward art' 1

, impress the paper a-. The
hammer may earry a paw! i which. engag-

ing suitable shalx-d teeth s upon a ratchet

wheel - l upon the ilium 1. will assist iti posi-

10 tinning said drum should it hate moved
slightly beyond the desired limit, foiled

around a -heave 10 upon the type drum is a

flexible body such for instance as a steel

or other substantially inextensible "ire 11.

15 and whieh wire 11 at its opposite end is at-

tached to a sprint: controlled swinging mem-
ber IS mounted and actuated in the state

manner as the tabulating actions of the

aforesaid machine, and whieh member 13

2 c has three projections 14. 15. 1C>. upon its

periphery. Id indicates a sector by means
of 'which, as will presently lx- explained,

additional movement may lx- permitted to

the swinging member 13. The sector 12 is

25 provided with a -ingle projection or stop IT

and in addition thereto it lias secured to it

two Ixdl trank levels 1?. 1!'. one arm IS*

I!** of each of slid levers Ix'ing provided

with a tooth IV It* adapted to engage pro-

30 jevtion- 14 15 upon the swinging member.
The levels Is IV* are dispo-ed -o that one
ein! will engage one of the control pins 21.

positioned m the manner tltserilxxl in the

specification of the aforesaid I cuter- Patent

35 No. 20SSV. of l‘.>13. when ,-neh pin 21 is raised

and the lever- are coupled together so that

while the first. Is. may Ik- operated alone,

the second. 1!'. cannot lx- ojx-rated without
actuating the fir-t. When the second lever

^0 IS* is actuated the mo\ eim-nt of the member
13 is limited hv the third stop 1G thereon

which comes into contact with projection 20
on the face of the member 12.

As shown in Fig. 3 the card indicated by

45 ir' is fe<l by rollers not shown, between per-

forated plates m at' with which coact sev-

eral scries of pins such as those 21. The
lower ends of t he pins 21 are provided with

heads n supported in recesses o in the upper
50 perforated plate w. Arranged beneath the

lower perforated plate m> i- a pin i>ox o'

vertically reciprocated by means of a roller

and cam as described in the aforementioned
Rritisb Patent. The pin box o' carries sev-

56 oral series of pins such as oz the said pins

being urged upward by means of the
springs o" by which they arc encircled, the

upward movement of each of said pins o5

being limited by means of a collar />. The
60 rise of the pin 1h>x allows any pins •>- in

register with holes in the card to raise the
corresponding pin 21 which remains pro-

truding from the Ix'ttorn of the pin box
against the action of the spring «*. When

65 the box descends the pins o' under the ac-

i ioi: t .f their spring are withdrawn and the

*-ar-I i- ejected. lb*- part- then Ex-jog rv-

t iirued to .their initial j«»-iibiii.

The card previously prov:d*.*d with tile de-

sired perforation- :n the *. ariou- field- i - 70

pas-c-1 through the maeiiine. ami while the

tafiulaling iiii-cliam-m of lilt- main machine

i- iiciisg -ot. .the perf-ratioiis in'the name
livid will cause an -appropriate selling of

she control pin- ot each ot the sector- 12. 75

One sector i- provided for each column upon
tin- field together with a set of control pin-

21. r.y (hi- mean- each of the type wheel-

or drums will receive a corresponding set-

ting so that when the printing of the values 80

represented by the perforation- in the main
field is effected. there will simultaneously ix-

printi-l the name of she indii nlual. eou-

eerned. The operation of the sector 12.

swinging mcmlx-r 13. hammer i- clfceted 85

in the same manner and hy -imilar means
to the corre-pnnding ntetnliers of the main
machine. A suitable riblxm is provided

for the typo.

I claim

:

1. In a machine for tabulating statistical

and other data, mechanism controlled by a

tx-rforatod card whereby certain perfora-

tion* in -aid card may be indicated as let-

ter- of the alphaliet. said mechanism coin- 95

prising a ty |X* wheel having a complete al-

phabet thereon, a row of pins for controlling

the tyjK- wheel, the pins living adapted to

cooperate in combinations: and means for

po-it inning -aid tyjH- wheel according to the 100

combination of the controlling pins.

2. In a maeiiine for tabulating statistical

anil other data, mechanism controlled by a

perforated card whereby certain combina-

tion- of perforations in slid card may be in- 105

dicated as a word, said mechanism compris-

ing a type wheel having a complete alphabet

thereon, a row of pins for controlling the

ty|x> wheel, the number of controlling pins

licing le-s tlian the nunilier of letters in the 110

alphalx-t on the type wheel, the pins being

adapted to cob|x_-mto in combinations: and
means for jxisitiouing said type wheel ac-

cording to the eombin-.itions of controlling

pins. H5
3. In a machine for tabulating statistical

and otiier data, mechanism controlled by a

jierforated card whereby perforations ar-

ranged in a single column in said card may
be indicated as letters of the alphabet, the .120

number of perforations in a row being less

than the number of letters in the alphabet,

the perforations forming combinations with

one another to indicate all of the letLers of

the alphaliet. 125
4. In a machine for taimlnting statistical

and other data, the combination of a char-
acter carrying part provided with a plu-

rality of different characters: a group of
control pins adapted to control said part in ISO
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combinations': ant! means for positioning

said character carrying pari according (o

tin* combination of tin* control pins.

In a machine for tabulating statistical

anil .'.ther ilata. the combination of a charac-

ter carrying part proviileil with a plurality

of ditlerent characters: a group of control

pins adapteil to control saitl part in combi-

nations. the' number, of pins in said group

Iving less than the lunnivr of characters on

saitl part: ami means for positioning said

character carrying part according to the

combination of the control pins.

it. In a machine for tabulating statistical

ami other data, the combination of a group,

of pins adapted to Ik* controlled by pet-

forated cards; a pair of relatively movable

members both movable relative to said group

of pins, certain of the pins k'ing adapteil

to stop one of the inemK'rs: a type carrying

part operatively connected to tin other pin:

and means controlled l>y saitl pins for caus-

ing relative movement lvtween said mem-
bers.

7. In a machine for tabulating statistical

ami other data, the combination of a group

of pins adapteil to he controlled by per-

forated cards; a movable member and a

movable part adapted to move relatively to

said pins and each other: a -pring o|<eraL*d

character carrying part operatively con-

nected to said movable part: and means
controlled by certain of said pins to permit

and prevent limited relative movement be-

tween said movable part and inemlvr. said

mrmlier being adapted to be controlled in it-

movement by other of the pins.

S. In a machine for tabulating statistical

and other data in which a swinging sector

is employed controlled by pins the operation 40

of which pins is in turn controlled by means
of perforated cards, a spring controlled

drum, type upon said drum, a sheave upon
the spindle of said drum, a flexible . body
wound upon said sheave and connected to 45

the sector, whereby the typo bearing drum
may be positioned by means of perforations

in the card.

f>. In a machine for tabulating statistical

and other data in which a swinging sector 50

is employed controlled by pins the o|>eration

of which pins is in turn controlled by means
of perforated cards. u spring controlled

drum, type upon said drum, a sheave upon

the spindle of said drum, a flexible body 55
wound upon said sheave and connected to

the sector, a second sin-tor. levers upon said

sector, stops upon the first sector engaging

said levers, stops operated by pins which in

turn an* operated by perforations in the go

card and whereby the position of the sector

controlling the type drum is regulated.

In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my
hand in the pn*sence of the two undersigned

witnesses.

RORKRT NF.IL WILLIAMS.

Witnesses:
John II. Jack.
Crack H. 1'ktkrs.

Copies of this patent nay So obtained for fire ceati each, by addresslnc tbe “Commissioner at Psteats.

WaihiaJtoa. D. C_”
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To nil >r/iow it mow concern

:

Re it known tlnu I. Charles Foster, a sub-

ject of the King of (treat Britain, residing

in Orovdon. Surrey. England, have invented

5 certain new and useful Improvements in

and Relating to Tabulating-Machines, of

which the following is a specification.

This invention relates to improvements in

and relating to tabulating machines.

10 It has already been proposed in the specifi-

cation of British Letters Patent No. 2384

of llU.'i to translate perforations in a card

into alphabetical characters whereby groups

of letters may lie printed. In the ease just

15 referred to a card is employed having a field

in which a limited number of perforations

mnv Ik* formed representing letters of the

alphalnu arranged in a single column and

which perforations, by means of one or more

20 additional perforations may be given a dif-

ferential alphabetical meaning.

The present invention has for its object

to provide improved mechanism designed

to !>e operated by a card such as that just

25 above referred to and in which, as distin-

guished from the known mechanism, in place

of a spring actuated type drum controlled

hv a swinging sector the position of which

is controlled by the aforesaid card acting

30 upon settable stops, corresponding in num-
ber to the possible number of perforations

in the alphabetical column, there is provid-

ed a swinging sector which sector itself car-

ries the type, and is positioned bv the set-

35 table, stop-. As in the prior rase before re-

ferred to the -VI table stops may form part of

a machine "constructed in accordance with

specification of British Letters Patent No.

gc.sitf, of 111 1 A. and the sector may be oper-

40 atod in the manner and by the same means

as the figure hearing sectors of the said ma-

chine.

In order, however, that the sector may ac-

commodate the desired number of alpha-

45 betieal characters, the number of possible

perforations in the alphabetical column of

the card and the number of settable stops re-

maining the same, in accordance with this

invention, the type carrying portion is elon-

50 gated to twice or approximately twice its

ordinary length, and provision is made
whereby either portion may lie brought into

the effective position.

In practice according to one form of the

55 invention a swinging sector is employed

constructed and operating substantially in

the manner described in the aforesaid .speci-

fication of British Letters Patent No. 2<>S0C>

of IP 13. -aid sector, however, being unpro-

vided with teeth as it is not required to oner- 60

ate any counting mechanism. The sector

just referred to is operatively associated

with a second sector which corresponds sub-

stantially with the type sector of the afore-

said machine of the prior British Letters 65

Patent No. gtisOG of 1SH3 except that it is

extended in length as already stated and
that provision is made whereby without af-

fecting the normal swing of the said sector

either the main or extended portions may be 70

brought into position so that the type ham-
mer may act upon the selected type. The
setting of the type sector is controlled by the

first sector the movement of which in its

turn is controlled hv a series of settable 75

stops acting upon a stop on said first sector.

The two sectors are latched together so that

thev swing as one. the. latch being controlled

by the settable stop, which in the earlier

patent represents the zero stop. Ihe zero so

mnv in the present instance either be left

blank or a letter may be placed on the sector

at a point corresponding to this. The set-

table stops are in number equal to any pos-

sible perforation that may l>c formed in the S5

column in the card and may be twelve in

number. T lie type sector is provided with a •

slot in which work' a pin on the swinging
sector, whereby the forward movement of

(lie saiil tvpe sector i< limited. The latch 90

aforesaid mav conveniently engage said pin

so t liarwhen the said pin is engaged the for-

ward part of the type sector may be brought

into the operative, position and when free of

saiil latch and engaging the forward end of 95

its -lot. the rear portion of the type sector

is in the operative position.

In order that the invention may he the

better understood drawings are appended
illustrating the application of the invention 1*0

to a maehine of the type forming the sub-

jeet of the aforesaid British Letters* Patent.

Xo. gf,SOU of 1013. It will he understood

that one alphabetical sector and it' attend-

ant mechanism will be required for each let- 105

ter that is to be printed in line on the record

at one time. Thus assuming the whole

alphabet to be required -2<> of such sectors

would be employed. Tn practice, however,

it is usually possible, when surnames are no
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to Ik1 printed, to limit the number, that

the dimensions of a section or pang are. not.

unduly large. As the construction and ar-

rangement of each individual sector is the

6 same whatever the number may be in the

gang onlv one of such sectors and it> attend-

ant parts is illustrated anti de-eribed-

Iti the accompanying drawings:—
Figure l is a side elevation <> f a machine

10 embodying the present invention.

I'ig.':> is a side, elevation to a larger scale

showing the. parts in their normal or unset

position.

Fig. 3 is a similar view showing the parts

15 in one printing position.

Fig. 1 is a similar view with the parts m
another printing position.

Fig. a is a rear edge view of the printing

sector and its controlling member.
20 Fig. (i is a view showing the perforation

in the card column designed to effect the set-

ting shown in Fig. 3.

l'ig. 7 is a similar view showing the per-

forations in the card column designed to

25 effect the setting shown in Fig. 4.

In the accompanying drawings 1. indi-

cates the lower frames of the machine and

3. the upper frames. 2' indicates the driv-

ing shaft of the machine operated from a

SO motor, not shown, hy means of a worm 3.

and worm wheel 4. see Fig. 1. 5. indicates

the main shaft to which motion is trans-

mitted from the shaft of worm wheel 4. by

bevel gearing indicated generally by 0.

35 Mounted on the main shaft 5. are cams
Midi as 7. which cams engage rollers 8. at-

tached to a reciprocating pin box !). in which
pin box are arranged a number of pins 10.

passing through guide plates 11. 12. The
4o pins are each provided with a collar 13. upon

which acts a spring 1 1. the tendency of

which is to raise the pin< said pins however
being held down by the upper guide plate

11. which plate engages the- collars 13 and
45 forces the pins down against the action of

their springs. Disposed above the pin box
and rigidly .fixed with .respect thereto are

two plates 1-5. lit. each plate being perfo-

rated the said perforations being in axial

50 alinement with the aforesaid pins 10. The
upper ends of the perforations in plate 15.

are recessed and engaging said recesses are

the lower ends of heads 17 secured to the

lower ends of rods IS. to which are secured

55 the stops 10'. for positioning the printing
sectors 10. Tn the example illustrated 12.

settable stops 10" are provided there being,

as will be presently more fully explained,

12 positions in the card column where a per-

60 foration may lie formed, see Figs. 6 and 7.

20, indicates a slop whereby the sectors 19.

are held in the non-printing position. 21.

indicates a stop hy which as will be

presently more fully explained the alpha-
65 betieal type bearing sector is primarily posi-

tioned to permit the printing of certain

characters. As the -ectors for each letter

are identical only one unit of a set is shown

and described.

Oil reference to the drawings it will he 70

.-ecu that each unit comprises two -ectors

mounted on a -haft it* . one. that 19 already

referred to and provided with an exten-ion

23 carrving type, of which type only one. I> is

shown "the remainder being indicated by 75

the lines 24. and a second sector 22.

The sector 22. is provided with an ex-

tension 23" slotted at 21". and al-o with a

second extension 25. provided with a pin or

projection 2'b adapted when the parts are in SO

the non-printing position to engage a -top

27 whereby the rearward movement of the

sector 22. ’is limited. Projecting thrjmgh

the slot. 24" is a pin 28. having a head 29.

which is so shaped as to form a detent do- 85

signed to he engaged by the latch 30. which

is maintained in the latching position by

means of a spring 31. Stops 32, 33. are pro-

vided to limit the movement of latch 30. 34

indicates a projection upon sector 22. which 90

hv engaging the rear edge of the arm 19“. of

sector 19. serves to keep the two sectors 19.

22 in their normal relative positions. 3->

indicates a spring mounted on sector 22. and

which spring bears against the edge of the 95

aforesaid arm 19k
, and the purpose, of which

is to cause a slight initial movement of the

said sector 19. so that when free to move
forward it is caused hy the said spring to

assume a position such that the latch cannot 100

again engage the head 29. The sector 19 i-

provided with an arm 19b . to which is se-

cured one end of a spring 37 the opposite

end of which is secured to some rigid body
which may form part of or lie secured to the 105

frame 2 of the machine. The spring 37 acts

to swing t he sector 22 forward when released .

by the moving of the stop 20 out of the path
of a second stop 39. upon sector 22. 40. in-

dicates a restoring bar which bar normally 110

occupies the position shown in Fig. 2. The
bar U>. is carried by plates such ns 39".

pivotally mounted on the shaft IT- The
liar 40. is caused to oscillate by means of

the roller 40-' of which one is mounted upon 115

the outer surface of each of plates 39". and
which roller engages a slot 41. formed in a

plate 42. mounted upon a shaft 43. The.

plate 39". is operated by means of a rod or

bar 44. connected at one end to the said 120

plate 42 and at the other end connected to

a rocking plate 44" on a shaft 45. said shaft

being under the influence of a spring 40.

The shaft 45. is operated by means of an
arm 47. l'ig. 2. which arm is connected to 125

the upper end of a rod 48. connected to the

bell crank lever 19. one arm of which is

provided with a roller 50. engaging a cam
51. The impre-sion of the type is. effected

by hammer mechanism indicated generally 130
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In- 52. with which is associated a platen aS-

.

provided with an ink ribbon. As the con-

struction and arrangement of the parts just

referred to are alt well known further de-

5 script ion thereof is unnecessary.

As a 1readv explained, there are twelve pos-

sible positions for a perforation in each al-

phabetical column on the card and the char-

acter represented by each perforation is de-

10 pendent not only upon its position in the

said column but in the presence or absence

of a perforation at the point indicated by

the zero sign. "Without a perforation at.

this point perforations at the points marked

15 1 to 11. represent the letters A to L. the let-

ter I. serving also as .T. With a perforation

at the zero mark the significance of perfora-

tions at any one of the points 1 to 11 is

altered and perforations at any one of the

20 said tioinfs now represent according to their

positions the letters M to Y. The perfora-

tion at the zero point may also bo utilized

and in itself represent a letter, for example

the letter Z. The type corresponding to the

.

25 respective letters of the alphabet are ar-

ranged upon the extension of sector 19 in the

manner shown in Fig. 2 and they are each

identified by the letter they represent. Tt is

obvious however that the arrangement, of

30 the type in the manner shown is quite op-

tional and its arrangement may be raised in

anv manner desired, it being understood

that the positions of the. various perfora-

tions in the alphabet column of the card will

35 he correspondingly varied. As an example

of the working of the invention it is assumed

that it is desired to print the letter B._ The
perforation representing this letter is in the

position 2 of the alphabet column see Fig. fi

40 and consequently the card when passing

through the machine will raise, the stop B as

shown in Fig. 3. As the perforation at the

zero point is absent, the raising of the B
stop will simply free the sector from the

45 stop 20 so that when the restoring bar 40 is

swung into its outer position the sectors ho-

ing latched together will move as one and
when arrested by the B stop the B type will

be in the position ready to be impressed

50 u;>on the paper upon the operation of the

hammer. The operation for any letter front

A to T< is the same the sectors being posi-

tioned by the appropriate stop. Assuming
that the lettex X is to be printed. Tn this

55 case a perforation is provided at the zero

point see Fig. 7. Consequently as the card

passes through the. machine the zero stop is

raised and contacting with the end of latch

90 raises the same and frees the sector which

60 under the influence of its spring moves
slightly forward and as already explained

carries the pin 28 clear of the latch. Simul-

taneously with the raising of the zero stop

the stop' which before represented the letter

! 65 B is raised and the sector is free to swing

outward until arrested by the -aid B stop.

As the type sector i< now free ot the latch

it will move forward until its movement is

checked by the pin 2S reaching the end of

slot 24 and when in this position the X type 7 o

will lie in a position ready to he struck by

the hammer. The position of the parts will

then be as shown in Fig. 4. 1 lie operation

will he the same for any of the letters X to

V the letters X anil V being omitted, the T5

position of the sector being determined by

the particular stop which has been raised.

The letter B will lie printed only if a perfo-

ration is formed in the zero position of the

card without anv other perforation m any 80

of the remaining positions in which ease the

tvpe sector will swing to the full extent of .

its outward movement without any eorre-
I

spending movement of the set-tor 22.

The parts in each case are restored after 85

the printing hns been effected by the restor-

ing bar. It will thus he seen that bv means

of the arrangement according to this inven-

tion I am enabled to effect the printing of

practically the whole of the alphabet with- 90

out unduly increasing either the numlier of

stops or employing a number of perfora-

tions beyond the limits of the column of

an ordinary enrd. Tt will Ik* understood

that the cards will lie provided with a num- 95

her of alplinbet columns equal to the num-

ber of letters it is desired to use. I hits sup-

posing surnames are to he printed the num-

ber of columns provided would be. equal to

the number of the letters required for the 100

longest name. Assuming that 9 letters is the

contemplated maximum number then only 9

letter columns would he provided.

While T have described the invention as

particularly designed for the translation of 105

perforations into alphabetical characters, it

mar he advantageously employed for the

production of any other ciphers or numerals

nnd it may with particular advantage be.

employed to reduce the numlier of columns no
necessitated where very lnrge amounts are

to be indicated. For example for tens of

thousands up to a known amount sav 20.000.

In machines as ordinarily constructed it

would he necessary to employ four columns 115

upon the cards and fonr sectors to print val-

ues up to 9.000. and five columns and five

sectors for an amount up to 20.000. By
providing the sectors arranged in accord-

ance with this invention with type repre- 120

sent ing compound members it is possible l>v

employing only four sectors to accomplish

results whirh its above explained under or-

dinary circumstances require five columns

and five sectors. Thus for example instead 125

of the alphabetical type, figure types would
I 10 employed representing 1 to 20 or there-

over according to the number of type which
would be carried by the sector. Obviously

the arrangement and construction of the 130
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extensions upon the sectors may be varied as

may be found in practice to be necessary or

desirable.

Claims:
5 1 . Jn a tabulating machine operated by a

perforated card a '-swinging type bearing

member liavinsr a number of type thereon

greater in number than the number of pos-

sible perforations in a column of the card

10 and means operated by said card to position

the swinging member to bring the desired

type into the printing position.

•2 . In a tabulating machine operates by a

perforated card a swinging type bearing

is member having a number of type thereon

greater in number than the numher of possi-

ble perforations in a column of the card, a

second swinging member controlling the

movement of the type sector, means for eon-

20 neeting said sectors, and means operated by

said card to release the swinging type hear-

ing memlier to permit its adjustment- to

bring the desired type into the printing posi-

tion.
,

- -it
25 3. In a tabulating machine operated by a

perforated card, a swinging type bearing

member Having a nunil'or of type thereon

greater in numher than the number of possi-

ble perforations in the column in the card.

30 a second swinging member, stops set by the.

card for positioning said second member a

connection between the type bearing mem-

ber and the second swinging member and

means for disconnecting said type bearing

35 member from the swinging member con-

trolled bv the card whereby the said type

bearing member is free to move independ-

ently of its controlling member in order to

tiring the desired type into the printing po-

40 sition.

4 . In a tabulating machine operated by a

perforated card a swinging type bearing

member having a number of type thereon

greater in number than the number of possi-

45 file perforations in the column of the card,

: i second swinging memlier, stops controlled

bv the card for positioningsaid second swing-

ing member, a spring controlled latch upon

the second swinging member, a stud upon the

50 type hearing member engaging said latch

and means cont rolled by the card for releas-

ing said latch whereby it may be positioned

independently of the second swinging mem-
ber to bring the desired type into the print-

55 ing position.

5 . Tn a tabulating machine operated by a

perforated card a swinging type bearing

member baring a number of type, thereon

greater in number than the mimtier of pos-

sible perforations in the column of the card. 60

a second swinging member, stops controlled

|,v the card for positioning said second

swinging member, a spring controlled latch

upon the second swinging memlier. a stud

upon the type hearing memlier engaging 65

said latch and means controlled by the card

for releasing said latch whereby it may be

positioned independently of the second

swinging memlier to bring the desired ty*pe

into the printing position, and means for 70

giving a slight initial movement to the type

hearing memlier whereby* the accidental re-

engagement of the latch In* fore tliey»pcta-

tiiin of the tvpe bearing sector is avoided.

fi. In a tabulating machine operated by a 75

perforated card a swinging type healing

member having a number of type thereon

greater in number than the. number of possi-

ble perforations in the column of the card,

a second swinging member, stops controlled SO

by the card for positioning said second

swinging member, a spring controlled latch

uponthe, second swinging member, a slot in

the second swinging member a stud on the

tvpe bearing member projecting through 86

said slot and engaging said latch whereby

it may lie positioned independently of the

second swinging member to bring tlie desired

tvpe into tlie printing position.
‘ 7. In a tabulating machine operated by a 90

jierforated card a swinging type bearing

member having a number of type thereon

greater in number than the number of pos-

sible perforations in the column of the card,

a second swinging member, stops controlled 95

bv the card for positioning said second

swinging member, a spring controlled latch

upon the second swinging member, a slot in

tlie second swinging member a stud on the

tvpe bearing member projecting through 101

said slot and engaging said latch whereby

it mav be positioned independently of the

second swinging member to bring_ the de-

sired type into the printing position, and

means for giving a slight initial movement 10 -

to the type bearing member whereby the ac-

cidental reengagement of "the latch liefore

the operation of the type bearing sector is

avoided.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 11

in the presence of two witnesses.

CHARLES FOSTER.

Witnesses:
H. A. Baij,,

C. F. HorwooD, Jr.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the "Commissioner of Patents.

Washington. D.C.”
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, THE KEYBOARD
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fe^ya, the transmitted signals, although sufficient to
tiy actuate the sender’s local record, may not reach
istant station. The signals fail, and letters, say,
ponding to two instead of three marking impulses
corded.

1

HI

Em
301
SHI

liniiliii

iaani

j||| s

BAUd6t signalling code or alphabet (french).

$*The hands should be kept as flat as possible, with the
.•Tins rresting upon the table, or, if the table is too low for

partieu ar operator, a pad of message forms may bo
«*ed. Ihe tips of the fingers should not be employed’ but
M;much of the surface of the fingers as possible brought
to bear on the keys. 6

,-*«V
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It is recommended by experienced operators that, whett

passing from one letter to another, only those keys should

be released which are not required for the next combination.

For example, with the letters D, O, the keys I, II, III, IV

would be depressed for D, and O formed by the release of

the 4tli key.

na^igii

illEllill

mibh^heii

jHDQIBEii'
m\
0

SSR555

inniBBB!

mm

IBMgll

SB

I

Frn. 22.

BAUDOT SIGNALLING CODE OR ALPHABET (BRITISH).

A guard against the operator allowing the keys to rise

too early is provided by a mechanical locking arrangement

This is illustrated in Fig. 20. A is a steel plate underneath

the key T, and when the key is depressed A is caught by

the hook B. The key is held down during the •oniamder

„r (hat revolution of the distributor brushes until the

passage of the cadence current through the electro-magnet E

M
Jm

THE KEYBOARD

'^5

0.

ts the armature R, which causes D to raise C and

back B, \yhich releases A, and allows the key to

ifae its normal position.

^ke stop P, which is adjustable by the screw I and

gi'lbck nut K, takes tho blow of R, and emits a sound

oiently loud to act as tho cadence warning for the ’

'
' — ConiecTion

|||l
;

|c=0
~ O foefachcd).

1 9 pT>. ^ >>_L

iv. Fig. 23 .

g\ :

' INTERNAL connections op duplex keyboard.

|tn the earlier pattern a telephone is used for the cadence

lid an electro-magnetic locking is employed for tho 4th

fcd 6th keys (see Fig. 18).

jjWhen a keyboard is used on a simplex working sot, the

witch makes the changes necessary for the arm to become

Iteceiving ” instead of “ sending,” or vice versa. For

bplex working the switch is unnecessary, but, if provided,

ghut of course bo maintained in tho “ send ” position.

Ui of the British Post Office inland circuits aro fitted only

m duplex working, therefore tho switch has been removed

Still obvious advantages of economy and efficiency. This
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the thirds which are then given by the Ihtermediate

station.

Working currents follow the paths already traced.

In tho event of an additional arm being required, say,

between the Up and tho Down stations, it would only bo

necessary for tho Intermediate station to disconnecttho 1

keys and join arm C segments, ring II, to those of arms A
and B, on both of the line distributor plates at the connec-

tion case, and disconnect that arm from the leak on both

of the “ Local ” distributor’s rings II.

The values of the resistances used in the Up Control leak

and the Down Receiving leak should be
j

identical. A
similar equality is essential in tho Down Control leak and

tho Up Receiving leak. This provision is necessary in

order to preservo tho terminal stations lino balances. It

may have been observed that when the Intermediate

station’s brush is passing over the first ten segments of

ring II that the incoming line currents have two paths

open to them, one through the line relay contacts and the

other through the Receiving leak. As the ring II brush

proceeds to arms C and D the two paths are then, one via

tho keys, the other via ring V local distributor and the

ring II segments which are joined to the Control leak.

Turning to the full distributor-table wiring (Fig. 86), it

will be seen that the usual connections of a duplex Baudot

have been closely followed. The Line and Receiving relays

are paired, the one working and the other in reserve.

AUTOMATIC BAUDOT
It was thought that some advantage might be gained

by using a Baudot keyboard perforator invented by

M. Carpentier. This keyboard, which resembles that of

a typewriter, is illustrated in Fig. 87. The machine

perforates a slip which is passed through a transmitter.

As this would easily exceed the speed of the ordinary

Baudot keyboard—namely, 30 words per minute, or half

the rate of an expert typist—it was assumed that the

operator would, therefore, have ample time in which to

sign or check messages without the line being idle for a

moment.
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The appliance has, however, not been developed in this

country. For it was found that the operator was unable to
check the slip during its preparation, and consequently had
to verify its accuracy by the transmitter’s control record,

produced as the signals passed to line. Therefore, while
checking the messages already dealt with, it was impossible
for the operator to prepare a fresh slip, and time was lost.

The manipulation of the ordinary sender is readily acquired ,

and a good operator, during busy (.radio periods, will

maintain an output almost to the full capacity of the
cadence speed.

'

A specimen of the perforated slip is illustrated in Fig. 88.

Fio. 87.

KEYBOARD FOR AUTOMATIC BAUDOT PERFORATED SLIP.

BAUDOT REPEATERS 157

Each line of perforations forms a letter, but the continuous

line of holes does not enter into the composition of the

letters, being merely the means by '

which tho slip is fed forward, and _

comparable, therefore, with tho n vi

central lino of holes in a Wheatstone wv—

—

perforated slip. Those acquainted D “

with the code will readily sec that the a °

perforations represent the words n nn° k.
printed beneath.

D

The transmitter (Fig. 89) is practi-
Q Q0 ^

cally a 5-key keyboard controlled by
/ an _

the slip. There aro five springs B, nQ
which are connected to the respective Q d D w
segments of ring 2 in place of tho pp p “

fe

key levers, and normally rest against D ppp K 5

the contact R, to which the negative qd «C q
battery is joined. T is connected D 0. ou £
to the positive battery. D D ®

^
The paper slip passes through 0 oaO fc 8 o

from P to D, and is fed forward D W
g

one stop or ono letter at each revo- DO o - £

lution of the distributor by the O DO D h
g

cadence current which passes through ODD T.

g
the electro-magnet E, attracting the D D

5

'armature A, pivotted at H and K.
p
DD

ppp ^
w

The bent levers G are thus drawn
backward, and when the armature

q u
is released, the left-hand armature Q D
support, under the action of the D D
large spiral spring, forces forward D D
the bent lovers, and with them the p p
]iaper slip The points of the bent p p
levers that come beneath holes in a
the paper slip pass through them
and engage the lower extremity of

the levers L, whose upper ends act on rods F and deflect

the springs from tho negative to the positive contact.

This change of battery is maintained until tho next

revolution of tho distributor, when tho cadence current

0
D
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CHAPTER XI

ADJUSTMENTS AND FAULTS

Before considering the treatment of adjustments and

faults peculiar to the Baudot apparatus, it may be advisable

to briefly notice the three general faults to which a

telegraph circuit is more or less liable.

(I) Disconnections may be caused by a broken wire, a

loose wire on test board or instrument terminal, a switch

in an open position, or two contact points insulated by

oil, dirt, or dust. . .

One effect is that reception ceases, and, on a simplex

circuit, an absence of a deflection on the galvanometer when

the Morse key is depressed. Should, however, the line be

insulated at a considerable distance, a small deflection may

then be observed, caused by the leakage current, and, m
the caso of underground or submarine lines, a momentary

kick may bo noticed, duo to the remaining capacity of the

lin

Tho position of the fault may be localized by earthing

various points in turn, and ascertaining up to which of

them the circuit is perfect, and beyond which point it is

defective. For this purpose an earthed battery joined to

a galvanometer is applied between two testing points.

(2)
“ Earth ” may be due to the conductor touching

damp ground or water, and to instrument leads with

defcctivo insulation making contact with iron framework

of tables or other earth connection. Sometimes earth is

indicated by an apparent reduction of the line resistance,

although the incoming currents are diminished or cease.

Localization of the fault may proceed as in the instance

of a disconnection, but the various testing points must be

disconnected in turn, and the abscnco of a deflection on the

testing galvanometer proves tho circuit clear between the

two testing points.
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